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Holly Vossen is in her first year
of Fanshawe’s Pre-Health
Sciences program. “I’m just a
regular girl who moved to the
big city of London,” she said.
“I’m trying to discover and
always learn and do something
new.”
1. Why are you here?
I love Fanshawe!
2. What was your life-changing
moment?
Realizing nothing matters as much
as my own happiness.

3. What music are you currently
listening to?
Anything in the top 100.
4. What is the best piece of
advice you’ve ever received?
Do whatever makes you happy and
the rest will come.
5. Who is your role model?
My mom.
6. Where in the world have you
travelled?
I’ve been to a few places in
Europe: France, Germany and
Austria.

7. What was your first job?
Line cook.
8. What would your last meal
be?
Hot roast beef sandwich.
9. What makes you uneasy?
Trying new things.
10. What is your passion?
Helping others.
Do you want Fanshawe to know 10
Things About You? Just head on
over to fsu.ca/interrobang and
click on the 10 Things I Know
About You link at the top.

10 Things I Know About You...

Deck the halls, it’s Holly Vossen!

CREDIT: SUBMITTED

Holly is happy with a hot roast beef sandwich.

CREDIT: STEPHANIE LAI

Audio Post Production student Steve Dusome played a djembe that the Shea Butter Man and his associate
brought with them on November 21.

What’s your 
favourite 
holiday 

movie or 
special?

#fsuholiday

Tweet winner:  
John Zasso
Jingle All The Way with Arnold 
Schwarzenegger!!!!

@hats4us
#fsuholiday ELF !!

@Lavender_20
@fanshawesu a Christmas story 
#fsuholiday

@aplaceyouwent
@fanshawesu #fsuholiday Home Alone!

@Eh_Manda
@fanshawesu ELF! #fsuholiday

Jenelle Elizabeth
The Santa Clause!

Jesse Symes
I’ll be home for Christmas

Michelle Kugel
It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia 
Christmas special

Brent Thompson
Scrooged...because everyone else is 
gonna say Elf.

Bradley Hillson
Die Hard

Melissa Fontana
Jack Frost!

Steph Bahmann
National Lampoon’s Christmas 
Vacation!

Rachel Balkwill
The Grinch staring Jim Carry

Ryan Daly
Nightmare before christmas

Vinod Gajaria
The polar express

Marcela Duran
Bad Santa!

Paul Alexander
A Charlie Brown Christmas

Felisha Lintner
ELF!

Rachel Deller
Home alone 1 & 2 !!

Faye Ghane
A Christmas Story!

Happy Holidays
from your

Interrobang Team

DECEMBER
EVENTS

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN
ADVANCE AT THE BIZ BOOTH

MON. & TUES.
DEC. 2ND & 3RD

WED. DEC. 4TH

THURS. DEC. 5TH

SUN. DEC. 8TH

FSU CHILL LOUNGE
COME RELAX WITH THE FSU

AND PREP FOR FINALS
PUPPIES | FREE SNACKS & DRINKS

XBOX LOUNGE | MASSAGES
FORWELL HALL| 10 AM - 2 PM

FANSHAWE AT
THE KNIGHTS

TEDDY BEAR TOSS GAME
7:30 PM AT BUDWEISER GARDENS
LONDON VS. S00 GREYHOUNDS

$18 STUDENTS | $20 GUESTS

OBS HOCKEY
NIGHT

OBS | 6 PM | $2
ALL PROCEEDS TO FSU ADOPT-A FAMILY

A DRAW FOR 2 TICKETS TO THE NHL
WINTER CLASSIC TO SEE

TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS VS.
DETROIT RED WINGS

PAPER | ROCK | SCISSORS
FORWELL HALL | NOON | FREE

FIRST RUN FILM
HOME FRONT

$4 STUDENTS | $6 GUESTS
AT RAINBOW CINEMAS (IN CITI PLAZA)

CHILDREN’S
FILM SERIES

FROZEN
$3 STUDENTS/KIDS | $6 GUESTS
AT RAINBOW CINEMAS (IN CITI PLAZA)

PHOTO W/ SANTA
FORWELL HALL | NOON



The spirit of giving is in the air,
and one third-year Dental Hygiene
student made an invaluable dona-
tion toward oral health care to one
of our community’s sectors in
need.
In early October, Meaghan

Bennett held a pizza party to raise
funds for dental care packages.
“We got a lot of support from the
first- and third-year Dental stu-
dents, and faculty came out to
socialize.”
She raised more than $150 and

purchased 110 dental care pack-
ages that contained a toothbrush,
toothpaste and floss. The packages
were given to At Lohsa Native
Family Healing Services Inc., a
local organization that offers
men’s and women’s groups,
affordable housing, substance sup-
port, language classes and other
vital services to aboriginal people.
“This is a really high-risk popu-

lation for poor oral health,”
Bennett said. “As a primary oral
health care provider, I feel it’s our
responsibility to go into the com-
munity and help reduce these barri-
ers to access of care – specifically
oral care – within these popula-
tions.”
Along with the dental care pack-

ages, she gave At Lohsa stacks of
pamphlets with information on
dental hygiene.
“I feel like Santa Claus,”

Bennett grinned on the day she
donated the packages in late
November.
A friend of hers works at At

Lohsa, which is why she chose to
donate to that organization. “It was

at the forefront of my initiative to
go into that community. I know, in
the past, there hasn’t been any
focus on any aboriginal popula-
tions … It was definitely an area
that I thought needed some more
attention.”
This isn’t the first year Bennett

has raised funds for oral health.
“Last year, I also organized a
fundraiser for Sharing Smiles,
which is an event happening annu-
ally in London that deals specifi-
cally with individuals with disabil-
ities,” Bennett said. She sold
“Sharing Smiles” t-shirts to Dental
Hygiene students and staff in the
Fanshawe and Western University
programs to raise money for dental
care packages.
“This is a continual thing,” she

said. It’s definitely something I
feel very passionate about – being
able to have personal interaction
with populations who are very
high-risk for poor oral health, as
well as decreasing stigmas associ-
ated with a lot of conditions that
people may not be familiar with …
It’s definitely important as a health
care provider to be able to under-
stand these barriers and do what
you can in the communities to help
them out.”
“It’s appreciated. We’re grateful

for [Meaghan’s] generosity and
efforts,” said Dennis Whiteye,
men’s co-ordinator for At Lohsa
He added that the donation will
mean a lot to At Lohsa’s clients
and will help a lot of families.
For more information on At

Lohsa’s programs and services, go
to atlohsa.com or call 519-438-
0068.
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Got a question, concern, or 
comment about college policies?

ph: 519-452-4458
fx: 519-451-8831
bog.student@fanshawec.ca

Clayton Greene
Student Representative to 

the Board of  Governors

Despite the chilly late-
November weather, the Project
Play team was all smiles when they
handed off a gaming bundle to
N’Amerind Friendship Centre in
London.
Project Play is a gaming celebra-

tion that takes place on Fanshawe’s
campus in late September. The
money raised from the event is
used to purchase video games,
board games and gaming hard-
ware, which is given to community
organizations.
Started by local gamers Greg

Picken and Mathew Hoy in 2012,
Project Play has raised nearly
$10,000 in the past two years. It
was recently awarded a
Community Innovation Award by
Pillar Nonprofit Network. This
year, the $4,000 raised by the event
was leveraged into donations and
discounts totalling close to $5,000
worth of games, which was donat-
ed to N’Amerind, Glen Cairn
Community Resource Centre and
North West London Community
Resource Centre.
“This is the part that really

counts,” Picken said on November
23, when the team dropped off a
gaming bundle at N’Amerind.
“After all the work that goes into
building the actual event, getting
everyone involved – ultimately,
this is what it’s about and this is
when it feels the most rewarding.”
“We get excited when we get to

do our Project Play day because we
get to see all the faces of the peo-
ple who are coming out and play-
ing with us for the day,” added
Brittany Medeiros, event co-ordi-
nator for Project Play. “But this is
definitely the exciting part that we
look forward to, because this is
where we see all our hard work
actually going back to the commu-
nity.”
N’Amerind’s cultural connec-

tions for aboriginal youth co-
orindator Chantel Doxtator was on
hand to accept the donation. The
organization used to have a gaming
system for youth to play with, but
it was stolen years ago.
“We haven’t had one since, and

our budget doesn’t allow us to pur-
chase those types of things,” she
said. “The fundraising that we
have been doing over the years has
been to take the kids to East Park
or Canada’s Wonderland or the
movies – we haven’t yet been able
to purchase another gaming system
to replace the one that was taken.”
She was thrilled to receive the

donation. “This is just unbeliev-
able, it’s so awesome. I have youth
that drop in all the time – every
day, they’re in and out, in and out
– this is going to be something
that’s going to bring them in and
keep them here.”
This September was the second

year for Project Play, which has
grown from 12 exhibitors to nearly
40. “Hopefully next year we get
even more people out and we can
take our almost $10,000 that we’ve
made in two years and see where
we can go from there,” Hoy said.
He and his team are looking to
“move beyond the gaming table”
for next year’s event by adding
new attractions and expanding on
existing ones, such as cosplay
events and artisans’ alley.
“We’re in discussions about

where we can take Project Play,
adding something really, really
cool,” Picken said. “We can’t say
anything yet, but if it happens, it
would be really, really, amazing.”
“It involves dinosaurs,” added

Hoy with a grin.
For more information on Project

Play, check out projectplay.ca.

ERIKA FAUST
INTERROBANG

Giving the gift of gaming

ERIKA FAUST
INTERROBANG

Fanshawe student
donates dental hygiene
products to At Lohsa

CREDIT: ERIKA FAUST

Dental Hygiene student Meaghan Bennett (right) raised money with a
pizza party to purchase dental hygiene kits. She donated 110 kits to At
Lohsa Native Family Healing Centre in London in late November. Dennis
Whiteye, men’s program coordinator for At Lohsa, said the service’s
clients would be very appreciative of the gift.

CREDIT: ERIKA FAUST

Hot off receiving their Community Innovation Award from Pillar Nonprofit
Network, the Project Play team trekked out on a chilly Saturday to spread
some joy to a community centre in need. (Clockwise from top left)
Chantal Doxtator, N’Amerind cultural connections for aboriginal youth co-
orindator, and Project Play’s Brittany Medeiros, Julien Channer, Mathew
Hoy and Greg Picken were all smiles during donation day on November 23.



Fanshawe College will be hold-
ing a memorial in the Alumni
Lounge on December 6 to remem-
be 14 lives that were lost from the
shooting at L’École Polytechnique
in 1989.

Parliament later declared in
1991 that December 6 would be
the National Day of Remembrance
and Action on Violence Against
Women.

Dayan Boyce, corporate com-
munication officer for Fanshawe,
said it has been a goal at the col-
lege to create a campus free from
violence.

“[The memorial] is sort of an
opportunity to reflect on ways to
make the meaningful change to
prevent violence both against
women and violence generally in
our society,” said Boyce. “We
have to look at the atrocities that
have happened so we can learn
from them.”

The memorial will include a
guest speaker from the community
to address attendees, and 14 female
student volunteers will place a can-

dle and rose by pictures of the vic-
tims.

For Spec. Const. Brent
Arseneault, the memorial serves as
an awareness piece. “It’s providing
a voice for the victims,” he said.
“We are taking a stand against vio-
lence. We are here to support one
another through whatever crises
that we’re in, and we will help as
much as we can.”

“An awareness piece is to bring
attention to the matter,” said
Arseneault. “Every person’s going
to take something different from
the memorial, but it’s to know that
support structures are in place to
help you and that we are here
because we do care.”

For anyone in need of immediate
assistance, both Boyce and
Arseneault put Campus Security
Services at the top of the contact
list.

“There is also Counselling and
Accessibility Services and [stu-
dents] can tap into the resources
there,” said Boyce. “They have
incredible counsellors …
Everything is done in the strictest
confidence.”

Boyce said it’s important to con-
tinue to highlight violence against
any groups.

“The issue hasn’t been solved
yet. The problem still exists,” he
said. “It’s one of our major causes
to try and combat that.

“It’s an everybody issue. As
long as there’s violence against
any group of people, we’ve got a
problem.”

Boyce said students and staff
could get involved in ways other
than volunteering for the memori-
al.

“Educate [yourself] on the issue
of gender violence, and the more
educated [you] become on these
issues, the more [you] tend to
become advocates for the right side
of the argument.”

“There’s no doubt that every
person has been touched by vio-
lence at some point in their life and
in some capacity,” said Arseneault.
“Collectively we take a stand
together to speak louder, and our
cries are heard.”

Anyone in need of Campus
Security can dial 519-452-4242 on
cell phones, or 4242 on any inter-
nal phone. Counselling and
Accessibility can be reached at
519-452-4282.

The memorial will take place in
the Alumni Lounge on the second
floor of the Student Centre starting
at 12 p.m. and ending at 12:50. All
are welcome to participate and
commemorate.

STEPHANIE LAI
INTERROBANG

Stand up to violence
against women December 6
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You’re probably already think-
ing ahead to your holiday plans,
but don’t forget that you’re still a
student throughout the winter
break. Part of your responsibilities
as a student includes checking
your grades and knowing your aca-
demic standing.

If you’re in a 15-week program,
your grades will be available on
WebAdvisor on December 18 at 6
p.m. The college will be open until
noon on December 24, and staff
will be available to help you decide
what to do should you be in jeop-
ardy of failing your program.

“Take advantage of the time
between when grades are posted
and when the college closes – use
that time wisely,” said Robert
Kitchen, senior manager of
Fanshawe’s Student Academic
Success Services. He advised mak-
ing a notification on your cell-
phone to remind you to check your
grades on December 18.

“There’s a limited time when we
come back – on January 2 – so
there’s Thursday and Friday, and
classes start on Monday [January
6]. There’s very little time, so stu-
dents who don’t want to get caught
in lines [should deal with these
issues early].”

If you see that your grades aren’t
where they need to be and you
need help, get in touch with the
Student Success Advisor for your
school (a full list of SSAs’ names
and contact information is avail-
able at tinyurl.com/fanshaweSSA)

or your program co-ordinator for
help with your next steps.

If your academic standing is in
jeopardy, you have a few options.
First, think about whether your
program is a good fit for you. “Part
of it is realizing why their grades
are not where they want them to
be,” Kitchen said. “Is it because
they’re doing what they need to do
and are still struggling? Is it that
they’re not going to class, they’re
not handing assignments in on
time?” Help for those kinds of
issues can be found with your
Student Success Advisor or in The
Learning Centre. “We have a
wealth of support for students.”

Maybe now’s the time you’re
realizing that your program isn’t
such a good fit for you after all.
Fanshawe is now offering an
advising centre through the Office
of the Registrar. You can talk to an
advisor there should you decide to
switch programs – contact them at
advising@fanshawec.ca or call
519-452-4277 and press 4. You
can also complete a career assess-
ment in the Counselling and
Accessibility Services office.

Take advantage of the services
Fanshawe offers to help you suc-
ceed. Don’t wait – be proactive,
check your grades and get help if
you need it.

More information regarding
grades, academic standing and reg-
istration for the next term can be
found on MyFanshawe under
Office of the Registrar, Student
Records, Transcripts and Grades.

ERIKA FAUST
INTERROBANG

Open your grades
before your gifts

You may have seen small dona-
tion boxes popping up in the Oasis,
the Biz Booth and even the
Publications office. Next time you
see one, toss a little spare change in
there – you’ll be helping the
Fanshawe Student Union provide a
perfect Christmas for a family in
need.

Since 2006, the FSU has collect-
ed spare change from students
throughout November and
December to buy gifts and food for
families who otherwise may not
have had a Christmas at all.

“We provide a perfect Christmas
– presents for the kids and a meal
for the family,” said Sara Roach,
advertising coordinator for the

FSU. She is helping to organize the
Adopt-A-Family fundraiser this
year. All the funds raised are used
for a shopping spree, with a ton of
toys, clothes, food and gift cards
purchased for a local family.

You can also donate to the cause
by attending hockey night at The
Out Back Shack on December 5.
Doors open at 6 p.m. and cover is
$2, with all proceeds going to
Adopt-A-Family. The event will
feature giveaways, special deals on
food and Molson products and a
draw for Winter Classic tickets
(open to full-time students only).

The Out Back Shack will also be
offering point of purchase dona-
tions from December 2 to 6 where
patrons can add a dollar to their bill
in support of the family.

ERIKA FAUST
INTERROBANG

Donate a perfect Christmas
to a local family in need

It’s time to crack open your text-
books, uncap your highlighters and
get down to business.

In order to provide students with
a safe, quiet place to study, the
Library and Media Services on
Fanshawe’s London campus will
once again offer 24/7 access during
exam season.

“There are people who find it
really, really wonderful that at 3
a.m. when they get the study bug or
when they’re cramming – we all
cram, let’s face reality! … it’s nice
to know that you have a safe place
in which you can do it,” said
Martie Grof-Iannelli, senior man-
ager of Library Media Services at
Fanshawe.

The 24/7 Library access begins
at 8 a.m. on December 2 and runs

until 5 p.m. on December 13.
Fanshawe student ID must be pre-
sented to gain entry.

Students can check out books
and other media during the
Library’s regular hours (Sunday 1
to 5 p.m., Monday to Thursday 8
a.m. to 10 p.m., and Friday 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m.). “[The Library is open]
strictly as a study spot – it’s not
with service,” Grof-Iannelli said.
“There’s no one here that’s going
to be checking in and out books,
but we have a security guard … He
keeps the decorum of the place so
it’s a safe place in which people
can study.”

Please note that the Library
Student Research Lab hours won’t
change, because it’s already open
24/7.

So head to the Library and
shhhh! Get studying!

ERIKA FAUST
INTERROBANG

Library offers 24/7
hours during exams
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Warning: This story will warm
the cockles of the coldest heart and
is the most aww-inducing story the
reporter has ever written.
November 19 marked as a spe-

cial day for 84 London-area kids
who were whisked off to Walt
Disney World for the day, thanks
to Sunshine Foundation’s
DreamLift program.
“We are in the business of rais-

ing money for two programs for
kids with severe physical disabili-
ties,” said national executive direc-
tor Nancy Sutherland. “One pro-
gram is called DreamLift and the
other is [for] an individual dream.”
“A lot of times in their lives, [it]

isn’t really led by them, it’s kind of
reactive to the needs of their condi-
tions,” said Sutherland. “So we
like to have a day where they can
just be a kid and they can be the
boss.”
This past DreamLift was

Sunshine’s 55th to Disney, so to
Sutherland, Disney is a no-brainer.
“Kids are already in tune to the

magic of Disney and they know the
characters,” she said. “There’s
great wheelchair accessibility. The
staff are very well trained to deal
with the special needs of our kids.”

Sutherland said the staff interact
with the kids and make them feel
great; that they don’t feel awkward
or different.
“I’ve had kids say things like,

‘Mickey Mouse didn’t even notice
my wheelchair.’”
Twelve-year-old Noah Delaney

was one of the lucky 84 who was
chosen for the DreamLift, and
mom Catherine was glad he had
the chance to go.
“He got to go to Florida without

his parents, so I think it helped him
grow up a little bit,” she said. “It
was a bit scary to know he could go
away without us, but it’s such an
awesome opportunity for him to do
something he doesn’t normally
do.”
The Delaneys have had a long-

standing relationship with
Sunshine. In fact, the family was
given a trip to Noah’s destination
of choice, courtesy of the
Foundation.
He chose Florida.
“I honestly don’t think we would

have taken a trip like that where it
was just relaxation and not visiting
family,” said Catherine. “We went
to Disney for a couple days, but his
dream was to go to Daytona
[Beach] because he’s a big
NASCAR fan.”
“We probably wouldn’t have

done that if he didn’t pick it. We
had a really good time.”

For Catherine, DreamLift was an
important experience for Noah to
have.
“It’s just really nice for him to

know he doesn’t need us all the
time,” Catherine said. “It’s inter-
esting that even since [going to]
camp this summer, his physiother-
apist has noticed how much more
independent he’s become.”
And Noah couldn’t agree more.
“It was so awesome to go with-

out my parents,” he said.
Sutherland has gone on every

trip, and said the experience (while
gratifying) is different each time.
This time, she was matched with a
group of seven-year-old girls who
had a chance to meet Tinker Bell.
“Tinker Bell was telling them

that they were very brave and it
was very overwhelming to see
these little girls who don’t feel well
all of the time, and that was all
gone from their faces,” she said.

“They were just glowing and grin-
ning and being little seven-year-
old girls meeting Tinker Bell. That
just really got me.”
And it’s moments like these that

makes Sutherland’s job worth-
while.
“That’s our job, to have them

know that they’re still a kid and
that they should be looking for-
ward to some things, even though
they might be having painful sur-
geries and things like that,”
Sutherland said. “We’re there to
break down any of those barriers to
getting them to have their dream
fulfilled.”
To learn more about the

Sunshine Foundation, visit sun-
shine.ca, or get connected by fol-
lowing their Twitter handle
@SunshineFound and liking them
at facebook.com/SunshineFound.

STEPHANIE LAI
INTERROBANG

Disney, where dreams come true

CHECK YOUR
GRADES on
WEBADVISOR
Grades will be available on WebAdvisor December 18th after 6:00 pm.

(for programs ending December 13th)

It is important to check your grades and academic standing as soon as

possible in case you have failed pre-requisite courses for the Winter Term

and/or are required to reapply to your program.

If your academic standing is "Required to Reapply" you must contact your

Academic School before noon December 24, 2013 or the week of January 2,

2014. Many of the Schools will have extended hours the first week of January to

assist students.

More information regarding grades, academic standing and registration for

the next term can be found on MyFanshawe under

Office of the Registrar, Student Records, Transcripts and Grades.

We wish you good luck on your exams and

final assignments.

We're here to help you succeed.

Fanshawe’s
co-curricular record
launching in January

As your classes wind down,
work is still happening on campus
to get ready for the next semester,
and an exciting initiative is coming
to Fanshawe for students: the co-
curricular record.
This is an official Fanshawe

College document that recognizes
your participation in a range of
campus life activities. Students
who participated in identified
activities in the fall of 2013 will be
able to include them in the creation
of their co-curricular record.
Students will be able to add this
document to their portfolio and
present recruiters with both a tran-
script and a co-curricular record. In
addition to recording your partici-
pation, more importantly you can
share this with employers to differ-
entiate yourself in employment
competitions.
Fanshawe students have always

enjoyed a rich and diverse student
experience. Many students have
chosen to study here because of the
quality of the academic program
and student life opportunities, and
the College wanted to recognize
students’ participation in these
activities. There is tremendous
growth and development that can
happen as a result of student par-
ticipation in campus life activities.
This learning can now be captured
in the co-curricular record.
Academic activities that earn
grades will not be included in this
document; the tool is designed to
capture your learning that happens
outside of the classroom.
Employers can often glean from

your resume your technical skills,
but some of your soft skills may be

harder to determine from just a
resume. If they see a lot of partici-
pation or involvement in leader-
ship roles on campus, they may
assume you will gravitate towards
a leadership role within their com-
pany. Recruiters for organizations
are looking not only for what you
can do tomorrow but what you will
potentially offer in the future.
Students who are well rounded and
very engaged academically and
with campus life often stand out
and make their job much easier.
There will be over 100 activities

in the co-curricular record when it
launches. These range from stu-
dent leadership activities, partici-
pation in athletics and numerous
other activities that will foster stu-
dent growth and leadership. There
will be opportunities for new activ-
ities to be added in the future
should they fit the criteria for addi-
tion. There is a committee that had
done considerable work to bring
this initiative to a point it is ready
to launch in 2014.
In the last few years, more and

more campuses have offered the
co-curricular record document to
students as a result of strong stu-
dent participation and interest in
documenting these activities and
this learning and growth.
Additionally, research suggesting
the value of participation in these
activities has encouraged campus
leaders to want to recognize this
additional learning and growth that
happens on campus.
Look forward to finding out

more about the CCR in the January
13 issue of Interrobang. At that
time we will discuss how students
can sign up to start the process to
get their own CCR.

ROBERT KITCHEN
SENIOR MANAGER,

STUDENT ACADEMIC SUCCESS SERVICES

CREDIT: COURTESY OF SUNSHINE FOUNDATION

Sunshine Foundation of Canada sent 84 London-area kids with disabilities to Disney World in Florida for a day on November 19. It is their 55th such
trip in 26 years.
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Tragedy struck the Elgin-Middlesex
Detention Centre in early November, when a
man was found dead after being beaten by
fellow inmates. Randy Drysdale, 46, was
murdered in the EMDC in 2011 amid com-
plaints that the facility failed to monitor him
properly. Two years later, nothing has
changed except the name.
Sarnia resident Adam Kargus, 29, was

arrested on the charge of using a false iden-
tity and sentenced to serve time in the
EMDC. He was found beaten to death in the
showers on November 1, 2013. Official
statements on the increase in prison violence
in Canada cite overcrowding and under-
staffing, but some penitentiary staff blame
the Conservative Government.
The Union of Canadian Correctional

Officers staged a protest at the Conservative
convention in Calgary on October 31, with
displays illustrating the dangers of double-
bunking inmates. Last year, the Office of the
Correctional Investigator reported an influx
of inmates equivalent to two large peniten-
tiaries as a result of new Conservative crime
bills. Correctional Services of Canada also
reported a 33 per cent increase in prison
assaults between 2010 and 2011.
In July 2012, the federal prison system

had a record high inmate population of over
15,000 inmates, forcing penitentiaries to
double-bunk cells. Unsurprisingly the
increase was reflected in the cost of running
the facilities. They ballooned from $1.6 bil-
lion per year, before Prime Minister Stephen
Harper took office in 2006, to $2.9 billion by
2011. Now in 2013, the provinces are in the
same boat.
Almost half of the 29 Ontario peniten-

tiaries are holding more inmates than they
were designed for. CBC News interviewed
Queen’s University professor Allan Manson
in 2012, when he said that similar conditions
potentially violated the United Nations
Minimal Standards for Prisoners. The condi-
tions are no secret in the London Courthouse
where Ontario Court Justice Gregory
Pockele has been accused by lawyers of
shortening sentences due to conditions at the
EMDC. Pockele expressed concern for the
safety of inmates at the centre, which earned
him a sharp response from the Minister of
Community Safety and Correctional
Services, Madeleine Meilleur. The subtext in
her statement couldn’t address the issue bet-
ter when the London Free Press quoted her
saying, “This is a reality for correctional
facilities across the country.”
The Prime Minister continues to tout his

tough-on-crime image while failing to
address societal inequalities that contribute
to increased incarceration rates, particularly
in the ballooning prison population of the
prairies. While he may be fulfilling his cam-
paign promise of a life sentence meaning a
sentence for life, Canadians have to decide
whether they want a government that would
rather punish criminals after the fact instead
of preventing the crime. Given that the rate
of recidivism in Canada is estimated to be 33
per cent by the Correctional Service of
Canada, it seems like the best way to keep a
convict from reoffending is for them to
spend as little time in prison as possible.

With the recent snowfall that draped
London in a cold, white blanket, our
Christmas spirit has all but thawed. This is
the time of year that causes everything from
extreme joy to extreme stress.
This is all reflected in the family-orientat-

ed Christmas films that run constantly
throughout December, where the archetypal
family runs into comedic problems and
solves them through the power of the holi-
days. Underlying the plot of these films is
this question, what is the meaning of
Christmas? What does the perfect Christmas
mean to us?
I could barely give an answer to either

question. As someone who is rather apathet-
ic about Christmas, and loathes the con-
sumerist aspect of it, I find it difficult to real-
ly define what it even is anymore let alone
push myself to be entirely supportive of it. I
think it’s important to recognize the meaning
of this holiday and to understand what it has
historically stood for and what it has become
today.
For Christians, this day typically encom-

passes the celebration of Jesus’ miraculous
divine birth. For many non-Christians, the
day is to celebrate family and peace. For oth-
ers, it’s just another civic holiday – a break
from their studies and occupations.
As magical as it is, Christmas has some

underlying issues that I don’t think are
addressed very often. Typically in the sea-
son, the stress amounted to visiting extended
family (with a French-Canadian background
myself, the word “extended” should be itali-
cized) and the obligation to buy gifts are
some that make this season more trouble
than it’s worth.
For many, this is normal. I mean, if you

don’t buy a gift for someone on this day,
how can you truly say that you care? What
kind of relationship would you have with
your family if you didn’t showcase your
utmost respect via material items? I think
this question is only pondered whenever
someone expresses dissatisfaction with the
season and is hastily forgotten afterwards. I

find this to be degrading and my willpower
to even discuss the subject is running out of
fuel.
Our relationships should not be defined by

favours and material items for these things
happen daily without notice and often with-
out thanks. It’s difficult to say whether this
is human nature or a product of the culture
we live in. I feel as if this season’s original
message as a simple Christian holiday has
been warped to become a holiday that is
defined by markets and consumerism.
It should not be news to people that gifts

and celebration of a specific religious figure
is not on the plate of concern for everyone at
this time. More than once, I’ve seen expen-
sive gifts exchanged in a public school set-
ting between privileged children while the
less fortunate look on.
I think the most painful thing to envision

is the life of a child who grows up along the
mainstream lacking the expensive toys that
their peers get, lacking the comfort of a
tight-knit family, or lacking the initial reli-
gious beliefs that Christmas is based around
in the first place.
That alienating feeling is something that

I’ve personally found to be very misunder-

stood by a large portion of privileged socie-
ty and dismissed as pure whining whenever
it’s brought up.
I personally do not get too excited over

this day for these reasons. I like the days off
and I like being able to hang out with loved
ones, but I don’t particularly get excited over
the holiday itself. I don’t judge my relation-
ships with people based on gifts and I don’t
spend tons of money and time on something
that feels more like a social obligation than
an actual obligation to maintain my relation-
ship with someone.
I don’t really say “Merry Christmas”

because, as you can see, I’m not interested in
it, but I’m not going to be offended by some-
one who does, because it means different
things to different people.
I think someone can say whatever they

feel like in these times, but that is halted by
the dreaded “war on Christmas.” It is a tire-
some argument that drones on with the same
annual points and the same people throwing
their fist in the air thinking that their beloved
commercial holiday is somehow disappear-
ing. From what I’ve seen, I can safely assure
you that it’s not going anywhere. Happy hol-
idays.

The meaning of Christmas
PRESTON LOBZUN

INTERROBANG

Close quar-
ters breed
contempt

VICTOR DE JONG
INTERROBANG
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It seems to be one of my life’s ironies that
others consistently throw wrenches in the
gears of my master plans. Perhaps you can
relate: You know what you’re capable of.
You have a specific goal in mind.
Everything’s primed for execution but then
BAAAM – everyone else around you some-
how makes the situation about them and
you’re left there wondering, “Huh? Whose
event/idea or, worse, (as in my case as of
late) wedding was this again?”
You lose control of the situation, you’re

reliant on others who don’t respect your
needs/schedule and you ultimately find
yourself trying to cater to everyone else’s
specific demands, instead of satisfying your
own. You get to a point wherein you frankly
just feel like telling all those problematic
types to f*** off, but now dear that wouldn’t
be cordial would it? Not to mention, it would
certainly dwindle down that guest list!
But there’s always a silver lining. Indeed,

my wedding planning woes provide the per-
fect backdrop for this month’s lesson on the
concept of “freedom.” How do you define it?
How do you recognize it? And is there such
a thing as “true” freedom?
Psychologically speaking, “freedom” is

defined as a concept wherein one has per-
sonal agency: the ability to think and act
independently according to their own merits

and directives. In other words, freedom is
akin to “free will.” As I’m sure you’ve noted
however this definition is not ideal in that it
excludes from it anyone who adheres to reli-
gious or philosophical doctrine that dictate
all of their actions are “pre-determined” by
some external entity… but that’s the least of
our concerns! Let’s talk “societal freedom”
for a moment.
Many moons ago, our buddy Freud

observed some basic traits about human
beings. He hypothesized that the reason we
evolved from nomadic competing tribespeo-
ple to agrarian farmers living within estab-
lished cultural groups was because we real-
ized the benefit of “collective” society –
there’s power in numbers. Seeing as our
ancestors merged from a variety of back-
grounds and experiences, in order to ensure
group harmony, the “law” (or laws, in this
case) as they say, had to be “laid down.”
How does this tie into the concept of free-
dom? Well, by joining forces, and in order to
benefit from those joined forces, our ances-
tors had to sacrifice certain “individual
allowances” in exchange for serving the
“greater good.” More simply put, in order to
live in “civilized society,” we agree to both
written and unwritten laws, regulations,
social norms and mores even though they
place restraint on our “individual” freedoms.
Much of Westernized culture has attempt-

ed to combat this self-imposed restraint by
implementing political systems like democ-
racy, wherein everyone, in theory, is said to
have a “vote” and the “freedom” to make
their “voice” heard... at least when it comes
to “important” issues. Of course that opens

up a whole other can of worms because who
has the authority to dictate what constitutes
“important” for highly diverse populations?
But, we don’t have time to get into a com-
plex deconstruction of the many issues with
democracy (or political systems in general).
Now, let’s temporarily ignore the afore-

mentioned potential religious, sociocultural
and political barriers to “freedom” and
instead focus simply on the individual. I ask
you again, is there such a thing as “true”
freedom?
Think about what and who made you into

the “individual” you are today. Think about
why you believe what you do. Think about
what factors contributed to making you
excel in certain areas over others. Think
about what advantages simply being born on
this side of the planet afforded you.
How much of “you” has been determined

by your OWN choices versus choices entire-
ly outside of your control (e.g. social class)
and choices made by others for you (e.g.
your parents)?
Okay, okay so now you’re going to argue,

“Well, yeah, of course as a kid, I didn’t have
the cognitive capabilities to ‘find’ myself
and therefore determine my own future,
BUT I can do so now given that I’m an
adult.” Not so fast, rabbit. The very choices
that lie before you do not comprise every
POSSIBILITY but merely the ones that are
feasible given your environment. The future
looks much brighter for someone with a high
IQ living in Canada than it does for that
same individual if he/she were to find them-
selves marooned in an area heavily guarded
by the Mexican cartel, for example.

Enough naysaying, though – let’s get to
the crux of the issue. What exactly do you
have freedom over in your life? PLENTY!
Moreover, plenty of VERY important
things. You can and do choose every day of
your life through your actions whether or not
you desire to be a good and moral person.
You choose whether or not you’re going to
allow yourself to be influenced by cheap
thrills and marketing ploys. You choose
whether or not you’re going to make excus-
es for your missteps or whether you will take
responsibility for your actions. You choose
to allow yourself to care (or not) what others
think of you. Of course, all of these choices
have consequences and this brings me round
full circle to my increasingly accommodat-
ing wedding planning dilemma:
Had I not at some point determined in my

life as an adult to be the kind of individual
who is very “other-oriented” and consider-
ate, I wouldn’t currently be ripping out my
hair trying to ensure everyone’s requests are
met over my own!

This month’s lesson: One must first
acknowledge the nature of their circum-
stances before they can assess their possible
choices and “freedoms.” One must further
acknowledge the circumstances of others
before determining what options are avail-
able to them. Lesson two: To paraphrase
Sting, “every choice you make [someone]
will be ‘watching’ you.”

The price of freedom
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We seem to be hard-wired to look for
hope. We look for it in a lot of places. We
see hope in caring actions when people
respond to the pain of victims of catastro-
phes such as Typhoon Haiyan. Seeing
NGOs, GOs, churches, doctors, navy ships
and food suppliers band together to help
people in trouble is a great source of hope.
Some look for hope in political activism.

The magazine Adbusters runs on the hope
that political activism is the way forward
past the militarism and excessive capitalism
its writers see as dangerous (correctly).
Along the same lines, not quite as ambitious
as Adbusters, others hope that a little parlia-
mentary reform will put us back on track.
The recent Senate tempest has given them
lots to work with.
Many look for hope in education. Some

find hope in military power and the civic
religion of military honours. The discovery,
construction or validation of personal identi-
ty is also seen by many as a source of hope.
And finally, we have to recognize that

many of us find hope in getting lots of stuff.
The desire for things is what fuels a lot of
hard work. Probably the majority of
Canadians feel that we are entitled to a rea-
sonably large house, a good car or two, and
lots of communications and information
gadgetry.
Christmas, a modern gift-getting extrava-

ganza sandwiched between Black Friday and
Boxing Day, has become the largest driver
of retail sales – the single most important
consumer purchasing period – of the calen-
dar year. We consumers hope that the next
purchase will give us a good shot of happi-
ness, and when the rush wears off, we tend
to go looking for the next thing to buy.
For 2,000 years, Christians have been say-

ing something very unique about where to
look for hope. We can often hear thoughtful
Protestants and Catholics quoting

Augustine. Augustine (354-430 A.D.) lived
the life to which a lot of 21st-century college
students aspire. It included plenty of party-
ing. But he gave it up. His mother had been
praying for God to change him for years and
one day her prayers were answered with a
yes. Augustine became a theologian, one of
the most influential ever, and an active pro-
ponent of the church and of the Christian
life. One of his most famous lines goes like
this. “You have us for yourself, O Lord, and
our heart is restless until it rests in you.”
Our restlessness, our hopelessness, ends

with God. Hope is found in God. The birth
of Jesus Christ brought a new time, a new
opportunity, to discover God and hope. How
does this new opportunity work? Put very
simply, Jesus is God. When we read the
accounts of his life and the record of his
teachings, we are seeing God. So, when we
put our faith in him, and put his teachings
into practice, the hope of God embraces us.
And what did the hope of God that Jesus

brought look like? Jesus healed many who
were ill. He taught with clarity. Many of the
well-known stock phrases that we live by
such as, “Don’t judge others,” and, “Love
your enemy,” and, “Let your yes be yes,”
come straight from his teachings. Jesus sent
hard-nosed religious leaders into a tailspin

but welcomed prostitutes, collaborators,
thieves, and others who were sorry for their
sins. He forgave sins and welcomed all kinds
of people. When you read the stories of his
travels you discover that people loved being
around him. They gave up plenty to get near
him. Jesus came with healing, forgiveness,
renewal and love.
The hope he brought included, astound-

ingly, a promise of life after death. This
promise arrived, not in the way of mere
words, but in the discovery that his grave
was empty, and then in the many appear-
ances Jesus made after his death. He had
also, before he died, raised a few people
from death.
And even more significantly, what Jesus

began he will one day finish. He has come
once. His second coming will bring on the
destruction of all evil. He will bring with
him the glory of God. And this time it will
fill, not just the villages and country sides he
visited, but the whole earth.
So, we are living in an in-between time.

Now is the time after Jesus’ first arrival,
which was the birth we celebrate at
Christmas. And at the same time, this is the
age before his second coming. A terrific
thing for which to hope. Have a wonderful,
and hope-filled Christmas.

NOTES FROM DAY SEVEN
MICHAEL VEENEMA
veenema.m@gmail.com

Christmas and hope

CREDIT: FOXBUSINESS.COM

Shoppers can go a little crazy during this time of year. But is shopping really the reason for
the season?

FORK IN THE ROAD
ROSE CORA PERRY
www.rosecoraperry.com
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My daughter was two years old when she
escaped her stroller, toddled up to a very
famous painting at the National Art Gallery,
and reached out. It was like a slow motion
scene out of a movie as I turned around and
saw her chubby little hand getting closer to
the canvas. My eyes widened and mouth fell
open as I stumbled to try and intercept her
hand on the way to the painting. But despite
my efforts, her banana-y fingers landed on
the immaculate paint, like the first step on
the moon. We were promptly escorted out. If
you’re not allowed to touch art, what is the
significance of the medium chosen? Why do
people choose bumpy or smooth paint,
music, writing, or sculpture over the others?
Conceptual art is the practice of creating

pieces by placing attention on both the plan-
ning and execution of a piece. Often, con-
ceptualism is used to portray a very specific
message to the audience. For example,
Pawel Kuczynski creates surreal, even car-
toonish paintings of satirical scenarios. One
of his better known works is an image of a
deep cavern that needs to be crossed, with a
group of economy cars stopped trying to fig-

ure out how to cross it, and a limo stretching
right over it with a rich man getting out on
the other side. Symbolism is pertinent to
conceptual art, and the process of creation
can be used as another tool to demonstrate
the intent of the finished piece. Further, the
carefully planned steps of the process, be it
sketching, layout, medium choice and can-
vas choice, can be a symbolic action that
embodies or accentuates the meaning.
There are many artists who use medium

choice as a powerful tool in portraying their
desired result. Among them is ambitious
paper artist Jen Stark. Stark uses paper, scis-
sors and glue to create large-scale pieces of
work. She uses paper – her medium –
because it is a regular element of our daily
lives that is dismissed as common. She is
also inspired by the outdoors, with many of
her paper sculptures resembling trees and
other parts of the natural world. Her choice
of medium is symbolic of her purpose for
creating the pieces because like paper,
nature is a part of everyone’s daily life – it’s
everywhere – but we often overlook it in our
haste. How the medium is used is also sym-
bolic. Her pieces are very intricately cut,
accentuating the complexity of our world. “I
love how nature is a vast unknown that we
have barely begun to understand. I hope to
evoke a similar feeling of awe and mystery
in my artwork.” At every step, her process
illustrates a belief she has about her subject:

nature.
The conceptual element of art is important

to recognize if you’re trying to visually por-
tray an idea. The work is most successful if
the symbolism is seamlessly sewn into every
facet of the piece. It should be multi-dimen-

sional, not necessarily in physical form, but
in the thorough consideration of steps and
how an artist can make each one align with
the objective. The medium can become the
message.

The process of creation
ARTiculation
AMY VAN ES

CREDIT: PAWEL KUCZYNSKI

Pawel Kuczynski’s Trouble is ripe with symbolism.

Hard economic times are ahead. The
American dollar is at the end of its life. Its
status as a reserve currency is in an unstop-
pable decline. The shutdown that occurred in
October was never solved, the debt ceiling
was raised until January 15 and the adminis-
tration was given a blank cheque to continue
on its growing police state. Both Russia and
China have distanced themselves from the
dollar in the past couple of weeks and the
writing is on the wall. With this coming
crash happening next door, you can be sure

we won’t be unaffected. We now know that
CSEC is the American version of the NSA
and we are all very much in the same situa-
tion as they are.
The cleanup of Fukushima reactor 4 began

this month and will be ongoing for about a
year. There can be no errors and no more
severe earthquakes in the region or some-
thing several times more catastrophic than
Chernobyl could take place. Radiation from
Fukushima has already been found in
Europe so it has already been through there
too, and anything else that may happen will
affect us as well. In the coming weeks, the

sun’s poles are set to shift.
As the Syrian situation falls significantly

out of the main picture due to an unsuccess-
ful attempt at overthrowing its government,
the new big threat has become Iran.
Admittedly, even if Syria was overthrown,
Iran would still be the next target. The
Geneva 5 + 1 talks with Iran were a success,
it seems. Israel and Saudi Arabia are
extremely opposed to Iran’s having any
nuclear rights. Saudi Arabia has already pur-
chased nukes from Pakistan and has them
ready at any time. Although the U.S. con-
ducted the talks with Iran and made a deal

with them, they have said they will side with
Israel. As soon as the deal was reached,
Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
phoned up Obama and essentially changed
the state of the deal with Iran by saying he
would send a team of his advisors to the U.S.
to “finalize” the agreement. The biggest
nuclear problem in the east is Israel, who
through its intimate relationship with
America has a stockpile of nuclear weapons
bigger than any other in the region.

Shifting into the New Year: What to expect
JOHAN PADILLA

INTERROBANG

Christmas Day is quickly approaching,
and for many of us this means a yummy
turkey dinner with family and friends, a
glass of eggnog in front of a warm fire, a
time to decorate our home, put up the tree,
and engage in our family traditions… and of
course watch our favourite Christmas
movies (the classic Frosty the Snowman is
my family’s favourite!).
However, the face of Christmas has

changed in recent times, and as a Christian I
wonder how much spiritual significance this
time of year actually has anymore.
I’m sure at some point or another you’ve

heard the plea from our country’s devout to

“put Christ back into Christmas,” and in
many regards, I’d have to say I totally dis-
agree – surprising? The Christ who is found
in the Bible – the loving servant concerned
with the needs of others before Himself – is
difficult for me to find in most people during
this time of year. I personally see the over-
whelming consumerism and materialism of
the holiday season as something totally
counter to the Gospel’s message and to what
Jesus preached, not to mention the fighting
and bickering between families about who
gets who and what and when, the arguments
between people with differing worldviews
and the general spirit of over indulgence that
plagues the season. This spirit that rules the
season is something I’d personally rather not

see Jesus Christ’s name mixed up in. This
may seem a little negative, but I feel it is an
important opinion to be stated, and I am
hopeful there are those who can sympathize
with what I am trying to say.
The biblical birth narrative is what many

people claim they want to see as central
focus of the Christmas season. Now the
entirety of the nativity of Jesus is too large to
include here, but the basics go as follows:
The time came for the baby to be born, and
Mary gave birth to her firstborn, a son. She
wrapped him in cloths and placed him in a
manger, because there was no guest room
available for her and her husband Joseph at
local inns. An angel of the Lord appeared to
them, and the glory of the Lord shone around

them… the angel said to them, “Do not be
afraid. I bring you good news that will cause
great joy for all the people. Today in the
town of David a Savior has been born to you;
he is the Messiah, the Lord” (Luke 2:6-11).
This is a story of hope, joy, and love. And
Jesus grew up to preach things like servi-
tude, generosity, humility and selflessness.
If Christians truly want to see the “Christ”

put back into Christmas this season, then my
challenge to them is to act like the one whose
birth we are celebrating: that humble servant
to all people, born in a dirty old stable as a
sign of hope to all people.

What does Christmas mean to Christians?
JACOB MATTINSON
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Dear Editor:
LifePaths Global Alliance is a registered

non-profit humanitarian organization based
in London, Ontario. We provide FREE med-
ical care to the rural village of L’Estere,
Haiti at our medical clinic in this town of
38,000 (which was left devastated after the
2010 earthquake). Most of the health care we
provide is via telemedicine, which requires
laptop computer communication between a

doctor in a major city (Dr. Joey in Port au
Prince) and our Telemedicine Assistants in
this remote community.
We are in desperate need of new or used

laptops for our Telemedicine Clinic in order
to continue to provide exceptional health
care to the residents of L’Estere. Without our
clinic, many of the locals here would have
NO feasible access to health care and many
would succumb to their illnesses.

If you or anyone you know have any gen-
tly used (but still in good, up-to-date, operat-
ing condition) laptop computers, please con-
sider donating them to LifePaths. We are
hoping to bring 10 laptops with us on our
next trip to Haiti in January.
For more information about our organiza-

tion, visit our website (lifepathsglobal.org)
or connect with us on Facebook.
Please contact Mary McConnell, Project

Assistant, directly with any inquiries or lap-
top donations.
Thank you! Haiti thanks you!
Mary McConnell
Project Assistant
LifePaths Global Alliance
lgafundraiser@gmail.com
519-851-4715

Used laptop donations urgently needed in Haiti
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There’s this myth that suicides go
up around the holidays in
December. Statistically speaking, it
isn’t true, but the fact that it exists at
all says a lot.
Getting together with your family

– or maybe not being able to get
together with your family – can end
in a lot of upset. Maybe it’s some-
thing along the lines of familial
rivalry, as trivial as being compared
to your wildly successful cousin
while you are still scraping through
school. Or maybe it just brings back
memories of different times, like
before your parents got divorced, or
back when all of your grandparents
were alive. Or maybe the holidays
just remind you how ridiculously
broke you are, when you can’t get
anyone better gifts than print-off
cards from Microsoft Publisher.
Then New Year’s rolls around,

and you get to mull over how many
questions you messed up on your
exams, count howmany pounds you

gained, and wonder if your ex really
is happier with that new person. You
spend New Year’s Eve wondering
why your party does not look like an
episode of Skins or a scene from
When Harry Met Sally… Or better
yet, how come your life isn’t like
Love, Actually? Where’s 20-some-
thing-year-old Hugh Grant?
Midnight strikes, time passes, and
you enter a new year that feels just
like the old.
Then, just as you finish nursing

that hangover from cheap cham-
pagne, it is time to start sludging
through dirty snow and crowded
buses to get back to school, hoping
it will all be better this year.
Maybe I’m just being pessimistic,

but December tends to be the worst
for me.
Back home in the Bahamas, we

have a parade called Junkanoo,
which only happens twice a year:
once on Boxing Day and once on
New Year’s Eve. It originated from
the days of slavery. Because slaves
were not allowed to celebrate during

the day, at night, they would use
“junk” to make costumes and instru-
ments. Junk. Anew. Junkanoo. The
two parades take a whole year of
work and put into a night of strenu-
ously “rushing” down the street of
the capital, a feat that, ultimately,
seems pretty exhausting and point-
less. But, much like life, that’s the
fun of it. Junkanoo is about having
fun, celebrating, and pushing
through the exhaustion of the dark,
and making it to the morning,
gleaming bright with sweat, like a
piece of coal under the pressure of
the night.
A challenge for this holiday sea-

son is, rather than ignoring your
scars, to glorify them and acknowl-
edge how they made you who you
are today, to look at every failure of
mistake as just a blessing in dis-
guise. Rather than looking back-
wards in regret or forward in dread
about how tedious the winter term
may be, focus on the end result.
Like they say, it’s always darkest

before the dawn.

ALLAYNA EIZENGA
INTERROBANG

Dealing with holiday blues

This year’s Shakespearean play
by the graduating class of the
Theatre Arts program will be Lear,
based on King Lear.
“It’s Shakespeare with a twist,”

said Lana Bayram, who plays the
Duke of Albany. King Lear, a
tragedy written by William
Shakespeare is about an aging
King of Britain who divides his
real estate among his three daugh-
ters based on how much they love
him. Lear will be similar, but with
more female characters and a mod-
ern take on the play.
“We’re still speaking

Shakespearean language, but we’re
doing it in a modern future,” said
Brianna McBain, who plays
Cordelia.
Another change in the play is that

Lear will be played by a woman,
turning the titular character from a
king to a queen. “It’s completely
changes the dynamic because the
relationship mothers have with their
children are different from fathers,”
said Vannie Ramazzotti, who plays

the Earl of Gloucester.
“The play itself, you’ll really

feel the tension between the char-
acters and families in the play; It’s
pretty much a roller coaster. Just
be prepared for the ride. Tragic or
not, it’s a really beautiful play,”
added Daniel Coley.
Theatre Arts – Technical

Production and Technical Costume
Studies are new programs that
were introduced to Fanshawe this
September. While all three pro-
grams were supposed to be togeth-
er in one building, because of the
delay on the downtown campus,
they were split up for this play with
Theatre Arts – Acting program at
Citi Plaza and Theatre Technical
Production and Costume Studies at
main campus. “This is the first
show that we’re getting the three
Theatre programs to collaborate
on,” said Lawrence Cuffey, who
plays the Duke of Cornwall.
The play is directed by Brad

Rudy, who has been a member of
the Stratford Festival for 22 sea-
sons, and a part-time Fanshawe
professor for the past three years.

He also taught the students stage
combat, preparing the students for
the many fight scenes taking place
in Lear.
“It’s given me a new love for

acting, and especially
Shakespeare,” said Ariana Dalton,
who plays Goneril. Though at first
the cast was reluctant to doing a
Shakespearean play, they fell in
love with it.
“Of course the show is written

by Shakespeare, but it’s much
more than just another
Shakespeare sort of show, the way
Brad has envisioned it, and the
way we have been putting it on is
something that people need to
see,” Cuffey said.

Lear will play downtown at Citi
Plaza from December 5 to 7 at 7:30
p.m., and December 7 and 8 at 2
p.m., with a preview on December
4 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $15 at
the door, and there will be a box
available outside the show for
canned food for charity. Tickets
can be reserved by contacting
Alina Subrt at 519-434-2756 ext.
230 or ASubrt@fanshawec.ca

TYSHIA DRAKE
INTERROBANG

Theatre Arts Students put a
new spin on Shakespeare

It’s a cold, blustery Canadian
New Year’s Eve. You’ve made
your way to a friend’s house in
knee-deep snow to ring in the New
Year. After indulging in a few
cocktails (or a few too many), it’s
again time to battle the cold and
snow to make your way home. As
you stand on the side of the road
with no hope of getting a cab, you
start to think why you put yourself
in this situation to begin with.
Does this scenario sound famil-

iar to you? For Canadians this is a
typical New Year’s Eve. But what
if you could experience the worlds
largest water fight to celebrate the
start of a new year. Where, you
ask? Well, Thailand, of course.
For the Thais, Songkran, or what

we know as New Year’s, is cele-
brated in April with a three- to
seven-day party. The country takes
a much-needed break to ring in the
New Year in a very interesting and
fun way that I, for one, am very
jealous of. This is guaranteed to be
a New Year’s you will always
remember.
As you make your way through

Bangkok, it is evident that some-
thing is not right. The streets seem
a little too quiet for such a populat-
ed city. Heading closer towards the
Koh San Road area, it starts to
become evident, the city is under
siege. Armed with water guns,
buckets and mud, the young, the
old and anyone in between are
crowded into a small stretch of
road, ready to ring in the New
Year.

Trying to pass through this area
without getting wet is virtually
impossible, but the challenge is
yours to accept. People are ready
to take on anyone who is even
remotely dry – the less you want to
get wet, the more they soak you.
The streets are packed. People

are standing on any surface that
can give them a view of the action.
Hotels and guesthouses have peo-
ple hanging off balconies waiting
for the next victim they will dump
a bucket of freezing cold water on.
Loud speakers are set up blaring
music and getting everyone in the
party mood. Now this sounds noth-
ing like the New Year’s we cele-
brate here in Canada, except you
are stuck in a snow bank, wet and
cold, but somehow that just can’t
compare.
Swarms of Thai teens approach

foreigners to spread the cheer. In
this case, cheer is in the form of
mud. You can count on your body
being painted with it unwillingly
while being sprayed in the face
with a water gun. Even though that
may not seem ideal, you will be
hard-pressed to find a person who
will not go along with it.
When you are standing in a

snowdrift this New Year’s,
remember, if you make the long
journey to Thailand, you could be
ringing in the New Year with a
water gun in hand, painted with
mud. There is no better feeling
than being surrounded by people
who are so excited by the little
things in life, while you are having
the time of your life.

ANN JOLLIFFE
INTERROBANG

New Year’s, Thai style
CREDIT: WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

The Songkran festival in Thailand is one heck of a muddy good time.

ANY WORK EXPERIENCE CAN APPLY.

ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE IS NEEDED

ADDRESS: 42 Mohawk Rd West Hamilton, ON L9C 7B7
PHONE NUMBER: 905.575.3446

JOHN LONGNECKER SUPPLY

Email at johnlongneckersupply@gmail.com
for application.

WILL EARN $3800 MONTHLY.

MUST BE ACCURATE, COMPUTER LITERATE,
HAVE GOOD TYPING SKILLS AND HAVE A
GOOD SENSE OF COMMUNICATION.
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If you know who Kanye West is,
you have probably seen his new
video for “Bound 2” (or, at the
very least, James Franco and Seth
Rogen’s parody of the video).

As a Kanye West fan, I hope that
you have not seen either. The video
is a pretty trippy experience: in
between rapping to the camera
wearing “plaid on plaid on plaid,”
West takes a topless Kim
Kardashian on a magical motor-
bike makeout session across a
green screen that loops images of
the archetypal desert landscape
(complete with mountains, stal-
lions and eagles). Somewhere in
the future, North West is already
bearing the brunt of her peers’
ridicule…

In searching for some explana-
tion behind this terrible video, I
came across an article by Hari
Sethi for sabotagetimes.com. Sethi
argues that West is “reappropriat-
ing” stereotypes associated with
white culture (citing examples
such as West including
Confederate flags on tour mer-
chandise, or West’s song “I Am a
God”). While it may sound like a
stretch, the explanation that makes
sense, taking into consideration
“Bound 2” was released as the sec-
ond single off Yeezus just after
“Black Skinhead.”

However, the more I thought
about the video, the more I ended
up thinking about the song itself.
“Bound 2” is the closing track on
Yeezus, a song that acts as a gift to
fans who miss the days of The
College Dropout, a sigh of relief
for listeners who couldn’t tolerate
the claustrophobic synths that infil-

trate the whole album. The fact that
“Bound 2” acts as a reprieve on an
incredibly dark album, paired with
the repetition of the hook (“bound
to falling in love”), gave most peo-
ple the impression that the track is
a love song. “Bound 2” is not a
love song – well, it is, and it isn’t.

Too often, people make the mis-
take of thinking that West lives in a
narcissistic bubble, completely
unaware of what is being said
around him. In “Bound 2,” West
not only addresses some of the
rumours about his relationship
with Kardashian, but also manages
to poke fun at the way relation-
ships are portrayed today in both
pop music and the media.

West paints himself as the “con-
trolling madman” (“when a real
n**** hold you down, you sup-
posed to drown”) and the sex-
crazed cheating boyfriend (“can
you ask your bitch for other bitch-
es?”). As the song ends, West ref-
erences Jerome, a character from
the ’90s sitcom Martin, who repre-
sents the typical trope of a woman-
izing pimp. The reference seems to
be West’s way of addressing his
own self-awareness of his philan-
dering persona; whether it is actu-
ally a part of him, or a role he plays
into, no one will really ever know.

Looking at West’s discography,
his talent cannot be called into
question, yet one of the lyrics in
this song, the song supposedly ded-
icated to his future wife and the
mother of his child, is “I wanna
f*** you hard on the sink/After
that give you something to drink.”
It is impossible to take this song
seriously. But because the track is
set to a soulful beat with a nostal-
gic sound, most listeners do (but,

in comparison, overlook harsher
songs like “Blood on the Leaves”
and “Guilt Trip,” which both have
deeper lyrics).

At the same time, the song does
have notes of sincerity. The chorus
of “tired of loving, of loving/With
nobody to love” presents a pretty
lonely existence. The first verse
narrates Kanye meeting a woman
in a club who “rock[s] Forever 21
but just turned 30.”

Perhaps the lyric is meant to be
complimentary, but it still invokes
this image of an adult who is
forced to hold on to her beauty and
youth because it is all she has left.
West and his romantic interest
fight and bicker, but he still holds
on to this hopeful naivety, rapping:
“Hey, ayo, we made it:
Thanksgiving/So hey, maybe we
can make it to Christmas.” The
lyric, as simple as it sounds, still
strikes a chord in a generation
where relationships tend to be
short-lived.

Yet, similarly, the repetition of
the hook, “bound to falling in
love,” makes romance seem trivial
and inevitable: as long as water
runs downhill, humans will fall in
love, break up, and fall in love
once more. Everyone just wants
somebody to love, and that’s why
“Bound 2” resonates with listeners.

Similarly, while Yeezus is bound
up in anger and frustration, Kanye
is also bound to love. Whether
tongue-in-cheek or completely sin-
cere, the closing track acts as a
sweet note of surrender that
reminds the listener that even
someone who has reached the
same orbital fame that Kanye West
has is still human – still bound.

ALLAYNA EIZENGA
INTERROBANG

Diving deeper into “Bound 2”

Giving back by supporting live music

I write about random things a
lot. I write a lot about random
things. Although the shadow of
exams may yet loom over the next
couple of weeks for you, it’s safe
to say the worst of the semester is
over now.

And while you may be looking
forward to putting three months of
classes and assignments behind
you, you shouldn’t rush to get
away from the city too fast. There
is still plenty left to do on campus
and off before the school officially
closes, and whether you’re staying
close to London for the break or
travelling away, there are a few
exciting shows happening in this
month that are worth making your
plans around.

To start, London ska-punk cor-
nerstone Angry Agency has reunit-
ed to perform a special one-time
concert to benefit the London Food
Bank as they face their busiest
time of the year. The band has long
supported the music community
that fostered them, and on
December 13 they take the stage
for the first time in years in effort
to give back to the city they love.

Angry Agency formed in 1999,
years ahead of both the commer-
cial attention that ska-punk would
begin to receive in Ontario – that
would help to fuel the success of
several GTA-based acts in years to

come – and also even of Google
and its preservatory web revolu-
tion of blogs, music streaming and
digital sales. And while they didn’t
invent the medium, they sculpted
their sound and made a name for
themselves, touring across the
country twice over the course of 10
years and three studio albums.

Although they played their
farewell show here in London
early in 2008, the seven-piece band
has come together to headline a
one-time reunion show this month
to generate donations for the
London Food Bank for the holi-
days. The night hints at being one
to remember; in addition to local
acts Texas King and The New
Outcasts, a surprise performer has
yet to be announced to join the
lineup.

Admission to the Angry Agency
benefit reunion show on December
13 at Call The Office is $5 plus a
canned food item. Show begins at
9 p.m.

Should exams or poor weather
somehow keep you from attending
that show, you may also be inter-
ested to know about the Third
Annual Twisted Christmas hap-
pening at the London Music Hall
on December 20, also benefitting
the London Food Bank. London
rock bands Searching For
Satellites, Akratics – a newly mint-
ed band featuring members of
Baptized In Blood – and Foxfight
are coming together to celebrate
the holidays and gather non-per-
ishable food items.

Keeping in the tradition began
by Cancer Bats and Baptized in

Blood in 2011, performers at this
show have put together a special
tribute set to monster rock bands
that inspired them: Searching For
Satellites will perform the music of
Thrice; Akratics will honour Good
Riddance with their set; and
Foxfight will pay homage to early
Silverchair. It’s safe to say this
night will never be repeated, so
don’t miss your chance to witness
local music history.

Admission for the Third Annual
Twisted Christmas at the London
Music Hall is $10 and a non-per-
ishable food item. The event is
licensed/all ages, doors open at 9
p.m.

Between school finishing and
planning for your holiday, you’ve
got a lot of your mind. Make it eas-
ier to be informed about live music
in the city by keeping in touch with
venues like Call The Office
(@call_the_office), the London
Music Hall (@londonmusichall)
and the APK (@apklondon) on
Facebook or Twitter to get notifi-
cations of these above and many
more exciting shows directly.

And for more of the latest music
news, show previews and album
streams, consider following this
column on Twitter @fsu_bob-
byisms. If you’re sticking around
for the school break and feeling
inspired by the benefit shows
above, consider visiting london-
foodbank.ca to learn additional
ways you can volunteer and help
make a difference in the communi-
ty. Have a safe holiday, I’m out of
words.

BOBBYISMS
BOBBY FOLEY

CREDIT: BESTSMALLBIZHELP.COM

The light from electronic devices can wreak havoc on your sleep sched-
ule. Power down at least an hour before heading to bed for the night for
the best sleep possible.

Take a minute to think about
your sleep habits: Are you con-
stantly tired? Do you need an
alarm clock to wake up on time?
Do you have trouble getting out of
bed? Do you have trouble concen-
trating? Do you fall asleep as soon
as you lie down? If you answered
“yes” to any of those questions,
you are probably suffering from a
lack of sleep.

There are multiple reasons for
sleep deprivation and a common
reason is activity before sleeping.
Brain activity increases in
response to stimulation and makes
the body more alert and tense; this
is not the ideal condition for your
body to get proper rest. But what if
there is another factor?

The use of electronic devices
before sleeping is unhealthy for
you and does not promote a proper
sleep. This has to do with the cir-
cadian rhythms of the body.
According to Psychology Today
and WebMD, a circadian rhythm is
the body’s cycle that is slightly
longer than 24 hours and is syn-
chronized with the rising and set-
ting of the sun. During this cycle,
the photoreceptors in our retinas
send light-dependent signals to our
brain’s central clock. The central
clock is responsible for functions
such as body temperature rhythms,
hormone release and physiological
functions like our wake and sleep
cycle.

The issue lies with your mela-
tonin levels. Melatonin is the hor-
mone that makes you feel sleepy

and regulates your biological
rhythms and functions. What does
this have to do with electronics?
It’s all in the lights! Traditional
incandescent bulbs emit a light
with a warmer tone that appear
more yellow and red, while
Compact Fluorescent (CFL) or
Light Emitting Diodes (LED)
bulbs emit blue wavelengths.
These “blue” lights are actually
melatonin-suppressing, which
means they affect your melatonin
levels and how sleepy you are.
With all the efforts to go environ-
mental and become eco-friendly,
incandescent bulbs are being
phased out in favour of energy-
saving alternatives such as the
LED lights.

It was found by the Harvard
Health Publications that there are
health risks associated with lack of
sleep and exposure to blue lights.
Links are found with breast and
prostate cancer, diabetes, heart dis-
ease and obesity as well as increas-
ing a risk of depression and cardio-
vascular problems.

The best solution to avoid these
harmful blue lights is to avoid
exposure, though of course that’s
difficult with the amount of tech-
nology we use today. Try to mini-
mize the disruption of melatonin
by minimizing exposure from
devices such as televisions, com-
puters and cellphones before bed-
time. The use of LED lights won’t
stop, which is good for the envi-
ronment, yet there is the issue of
health risks. You have the ability
to control your immediate expo-
sure – power down before bed.

HOPE AQUINO-CHIEN
INTERROBANG

Shut down for shuteye
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Pick up an application at the FSU Office (SC 2001) or print one
off at www.fsu.ca. Deadline to Apply: Friday, December 13, 2013.
For more information visit www.fsu.ca.
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The holiday season can be a
stressful and expensive time. With
exams and final projects piling up,
pulling out your hair seems like the
best thing to do. Plus, your mom is
calling you non-stop about all
those obligations with friends and
family to which you have to bring
a present for..
Sometimes, all you dream about

is a break from reality. Whether
you are planning a fabulous
Christmas vacation to Europe or
simply going on a long weekend
getaway, these tips will help you
save a few bucks along the way.

Via Rail Tuesday Deals
Every Tuesday, Via Rail offers

deals to some great locations. Want
to go visit friends for a weekend in
Toronto or Montreal, or just get
home for the Christmas break? Via
can help you get there on the cheap,
while still being comfortable.

Free Breakfast
Over the course of my travels,

one of the best things I have
learned is to find hotels or hostels
that include breakfast. One of the
biggest expenses when traveling is
eating out, so cutting those costs
can save you a lot in the end.

Rent An Apartment
If you’re planning to go away

with friends for a few days or even
longer, look into renting an apart-
ment on sites like airbnb.com. You
can get your own private apartment
in a great location for a fraction of

what a hotel would cost. Another
benefit of this is the ability to do a
small grocery shop for all the nec-
essary items for breakfast, lunch or
dinner (depending on how much
you want to save).

Pick Up The Phone
If you think that going on vaca-

tion means staying in a nice hotel
the least you can do is try to get a
room at a better rate. Calling hotels
is generally the best why to get dis-
counted rates. There is nothing
wrong with telling a hotel employee
that you’re shopping around for
rates. If you happen to mention their
competitor is $50 cheaper, you will
often hear fingers dancing across a
keyboard and a perky voice say,
“Oh, look what I just found, a new
promotion.” Well, fancy that, you
just saved some big money.

Flash That Student Card
Student cards can be a big

money-saver. Now that you have
arrived at your destination on the
cheap, it is time to go shopping.
Not only will you be throwing that
credit card around but it should be
followed by your student card.
Many stores offer student dis-
counts from 10 to 20 per cent by
just showing your student card.
Now that you have some

money-saving tips, you can start
planning that getaway. You don’t
have to spend a small fortune to
have a great trip. Asking is always
the best policy, the worst someone
can say is no!

ANN JOLLIFFE
INTERROBANG

Travelling on the cheap

It’s the most wonderful time of
the year – Christmas time! Homes
shine so bright at night with all the
Christmas lights, they are beauti-
fully decorated with Christmas
trees and ornaments and full of
family and laughter. It really is the
most wonderful time of the year!
For most of us students, the hol-

idays won’t start for another few
weeks or so, until we have finished
our finals and can go home for the
holidays. In the meantime, just
because we are not at home doesn’t
mean we can’t get in the holiday
spirit… It’s time to deck out your
dorm!
I understand setting up a tree in

your dorm for only a few short
weeks is a lot to do while being
busy with projects and studying for
exams, but there a couple quick
projects you can do to add some
Christmas spirit to your dorm.
One of my favourite ways to add

Christmas to your home is to hang
ornaments from your ceiling! It is
simple – just pick out any colour or
style of ornament, attach fishing
line to it and pin it to your ceiling.
(Be sure to place the ornaments at
a height that will not smack people
in the face.) You can also do the

same thing on the inside of your
window. This will give your dorm
the cozy Christmas feel and will
spread some cheer to people who
can see your decorated window
from the sidewalk below.
Another thing to do is add in

some Christmas love by creating a
centerpiece for your table! A poin-
settia is the Christmas plant that
you can’t go wrong with, it’s a
really simple way to add some
colour and life to your table. If you
want to add a little more, you can
always get jars and fill them with
candy canes, decorative ornaments
or bows. These are just two simple
and inexpensive ways to deck out
your tables!
Finally, add the classic garland

and lights! It’s just not Christmas
without Christmas lights. Since
there is no railing in our dorms to
cover in garland and lights, the
solution is to line your bedroom
doors and or the top of your
kitchen cabinets – it’s just that
easy!
Even though the holidays won’t

start for another few weeks, that
doesn’t mean we can’t get into the
holiday spirit. Don’t worry about
having to buy a tree to bring
Christmas to your dorm, just fol-
low these quick and easy decorat-
ing tips to add some Christmas
spirit.
Good luck on your finals and

have a safe and happy holiday!

Deck out your dorm for the holidays

TURN BORING
SPACES BEAUTIFUL
BRITTANY ROACH

CREDIT: PINTEREST

Hanging some Christmas ornaments in front of your window is a simple
way to make your dorm room sparkle for the holidays.
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The chilly weather has arrived;
icy cold wind is blowing from
every angle, and to stay warm you
have to bundle up every inch of
your body.
When it’s that cold, staying styl-

ish is not often a priority, but with
circle scarves, it can be a fashion-
able, warm and a comfortable
addition to your cold day. It’s an
accessory that is easy to change up,
easy to wear and best of all it’s
functional, making it a must-have
this season!
The selection of circle scarves

has significantly improved over
the past couple of seasons. Now,
they’re easy to find anywhere and
there are many different fabrics,
styles and prints to choose from.
Not only is it an outerwear piece, it
can easily be worn with an indoor
outfit while looking trendy.
Since there is so much variety of

circle scarves, which one is the
right one for you? I’ll help break
the different styles down so that it
makes your decision a little bit eas-
ier.

Top Left: This is a circle scarf
from American Apparel. It is long,
but it’s been doubled up to look
fuller. This is the classic circle
scarf. It’s displayed in grey, but is
available in more than 30 colours
from American Apparel so you can
just choose your favourite.
Neutrals are always great choices
since they can go with many out-

fits if you’re not comfortable
choosing a colour. It can be worn
not doubled so the scarf just hangs
but the medium weight of the fab-
ric makes the scarf nice and warm
when you double it up when
you’re heading out. (American
Apparel, $34)

Top Right: The burgundy scarf
to its right is the thickest knit of
them all. It adds texture to your
outfit from the way it sits. Since
burgundy is a hot colour this sea-
son, it adds a trendy touch to any
outfit and it always looks great
paired with beige, army green and
black. (Aldo Accessories, $25)

Bottom Left: This is another
thick scarf that does not need to be
doubled up, but the two-toned knit
gives the scarf a different appeal.
The cream scarf reveals glimpses
of a mauve that can either give the
scarf an edgy or comfy look,
depending on the outfit, of course!
(Aldo Accessories, $30)

Bottom Right: This hand-made
circle scarf from Etsy is a light-
weight scarf that is doubled to
make the scarf look fuller. The
scarf has a beautiful bohemian ele-
phant print (wildlife is a hot trend
this season, too) mixed with multi-
ple colours but still wearable and
balanced (Etsy seller oceanscarf,
$18.31)
Hai Ha Nguyen loves to discov-

er the new trends in street fashion,
accessories and styling. Follow
her on Instagram at
instagram.com/misshaihanguyen
for the trendiest pieces this season!
If you have a suggestion or feed-
back for her column, send her an
email at hhnguyen.77@gmail.com.

Cozy up with circle
scarves this winter

CREDIT: HAI HA NGUYEN

THE SHOPPING BAG
HAI HA NGUYEN
hhnguyen.77@gmail.com

As the seasons change, so do the
makeup trends, which can give you
more inspiration to alter and
enhance your makeup looks. While
winter trends are often the most
glamorous, they can sometimes be
the most daring or least wearable
for daily life.
However, winter 2013’s makeup

trends are quite tame and achiev-
able compared to other years. This
year’s trends include perfect matte
complexion, modernized ’60s,
petal-stained lips and, of course,
the bold brow.
While it is always flattering to

have a dewy or radiant complex-
ion, it tends to take a backseat for
the winter season. Creating a flaw-
less matte complexion can be very
tricky, especially if you have an
oily skin type. Its best to prep the
skin with a lightweight moisturizer
and then apply a mattifying primer
(brands such as Estée Lauder and
Stila have excellent primers for
this). Next you will want an oil-
free liquid foundation that has a
moderate coverage to even out and
flatten your skin tone (even blush
has been put on hold for winter
trends). Once your foundation is
perfected, you will need a translu-
cent powder (preferably a loose
powder) and then pat it into your
skin with a sponge of powder puff,
rather than dusting it on with a
brush.
The modernized or futuristic

’60s is more of a statement look
and is best for evenings or nights

out. It basically is taking Twiggy’s
iconic look – banana line and
drawn on or enhanced lower lashes
– and modernizing it by adding a
cat-eye flare or a pop of colour.
While creating a banana line (a
hard, rounded line through the
crease of the eye) can be tricky, it
is best to use a liquid or cream liner
for long lasting results. Lancôme’s
new Artliners come in a beautiful
array of colours which will be per-
fect for that glamorous, modern
’60s look.
In the winter season, the bold

red lip is often a dominant trend,
however for 2013 it is quite differ-
ent. Petal-stained lips incorporate
the highly popular trend of the
ombre effect, except rather than
having a painted look, lips appear
more stained and matte. You can
take a dark red matte lipstick and
pat it onto the center of your lips
and then use a lighter rose colour
to diffuse and blend on the outer

part of the lips. An easier way to do
this is by using Benefit’s Benetint
and just tap a little bit onto the
inner part of the lip; this will also
last you a couple hours without
having to reapply.
Last but not least (and definitely

the most overdone trend) is the
bold brow. While some runway
shows have taken this trend to the
extreme by painting models’ eye-
brows in black, this isn’t overly
flattering on most people. You can
simply enhance your brows by fill-
ing them in with a powder or eye-
brow pencil and creating a larger,
perfectly arched brow. To make
them appear a little more subtle,
you can use the fabulous new prod-
uct by Benefit called Gimme
Brow, which is a fibre brow gel
that actually creates the appear-
ance of added brow hairs. This
product is water-resistant, quick to
apply and perfect for everyday use!

Winter makeup trends
BEAUTY BOY
JOSHUA R.WALLER
joshua.r.waller@gmail.com

CREDIT: GLAMOURMAGAZINE.CO.UK

Petal-stained lips are a hot trend this winter.
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EYE ON CAMPUS
Stephanie Lai

Holiday Spirit
Second year Interior Decorating students 
auctioned o� some lovely Christmas 
trees November 29. 
All proceeds went to Habitat for Human-
ity London.
Does this spark some of your creative 
juices?

Happy holidays, everyone.
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This week I was given the
opportunity to learn about Hisham
Hussein, a friendly and soft-spo-
ken 34-year-old Fanshawe student
currently in his first year of the
Computer Systems Technology
program. Hussein was originally
registered in the Social Service
Worker program but decided to
make the switch this year. He has
not given up on his former pro-
gram; he has plans to finish both
programs at some point. Hussein
has been in Canada for five years
and feels somewhat homesick at
times; he told me, “Most of my
friends are in Iraq and it seems it’s
not easy to make friends in
Canada.”

At this point Hussein is looking
at his academic career in a prag-
matic way as he primarily sees his
studies at Fanshawe as an opportu-
nity to land him a job in the IT
field – although his dreams do not
end there. “I have a dream that I
will [one day] have my own IT
magazine.” When asked about his
hobbies, Hussein said, “I like mak-
ing friends … I also like reading
about politics and technology.”
Hussein comes across as a very
quiet and humble person who sin-

cerely cares for others. He also is
very proud of his faith in God,
which he was nice enough to tell
me about in detail.

To learn more about Hussein’s
faith, I asked him about his reli-
gious affiliation. “I am Muslim and
I belong to the Shiʿah group – one
of the two major groups in Islam,
which are Sunni and Shiʿah.”

Hussein told me that his belief in
God is largely influenced by the
natural world. He explained to me
that there is so much beauty around
us and so many amazing things in
the world that influence his faith.
“When I see, for example, a panda
bear and I see how it is coloured, I
know that there is a wonderful
designer… don’t you see that?”

Hussein further explained how
he understands God intimately as
well. “In addition to being a won-
derful designer and creator, God is
the best friend you can ever have.”
He explained to me how even
though we all find fulfillment in
the love of family in friends that is
not enough; we also must have
love and loyalty toward God, who
Hussein sees as “the most impor-
tant relationship in each of our
lives.” It is clear that Hussein is
very serious and devout in his
faith!

I also wanted to know how faith
in God affected Hussein’s morality
and his outlook on the world. “Not
all people are nice, and some peo-
ple intend to hurt others. Being a

moral person means that you
always have positive feelings
toward others and wish the best for
them, but this is not easy.” In terms
of how he views the world,
Hussein’s line of thought was sim-
ilar to how he views morality. He
sees a world that is full of beauty
and love but that is also filled with
hatred, discrimination, selfishness,
murder and so on.

I enjoyed learning more about
Hussein and his personal belief in
God. His sincerity and humility
was indeed refreshing. If you see
him around campus, don’t be
afraid to ask more!

Catching up with a Shiʿah Muslim student

WORLDVIEW ON
CAMPUS
JACOB MATTINSON

Hisham Hussein

DECEMBER 6TH
NATIONAL DAY OF

REMEMBRANCE
ACTION

AGAINST WOMEN

CEREMONY | ALUMNI LOUNGE
SC 2013 | DEC. 6TH | 12 PM - 1 PM

AND

ON VIOLENCE

With many Fanshawe students
planning to drive home for the hol-
idays, a small investment in auto-
motive maintenance could prevent
a missed trip, avoid an expensive
breakdown, or save a life.

According to statistics published
by Allstate Canada, the highest
percentage of fatal and non-fatal
auto collisions occurs in January,
with weather and road conditions
playing a major factor. Allstate’s
website says, “Keeping your car in
good condition will help to keep it
safe.” Major parts to look at are
tires, breaks, battery and exhaust,
and some frequently overlooked
items are windshield wipers, fluid
levels, lights and hoses.

Many vehicle owners find the
best solution is a trip to a trusted
professional. A winter mainte-
nance package can cost between
$45 and $90. It should include an
oil change, full inspection and
rotating or changing the tires. This
takes about 45 minutes.

Winter maintenance might even
save you money. Bob Ward of
Auto Guys in St. Thomas said, “A
car that is regularly maintained [in
the summer or winter] will outlast
a car that is not maintained. It will
cost you less in breakdowns and it
will save you far more fuel because

it is in good repair. It doesn’t leak
oil and [its maintenance record]
also adds to the resale value.”

Experts and authorities are in
agreement: winter tires reduce col-
lisions and save lives. For instance,
the Ministry of Transportation of
Ontario as well as Transport
Canada recommend winter tires,
and Wheels.ca cites Germany’s 50
per cent drop in automotive per-
sonal injuries, upon making winter
tires mandatory, as proof of effec-
tiveness.

“A lot of people think that all-
season tires can do a good job in
winter – they don’t,” Ward said.
“Unless the tire bears the
snowflake emblem on it, when it
gets down to about zero degrees …
the rubber compound gets so hard
it loses its traction qualities.” This
means you can lose control over
your acceleration, steering and
brakes. Ward added that winter tire
sales are on the rise because more
people are recognizing their value.

An increasing number of insur-
ance companies offer discounts to
motorists who make the switch,
and in some cases failing to have
winter tires may affect the determi-
nation of degree of fault after a col-
lision.

MICHAEL BARRETT
INTERROBANG

What to get your car
for Christmas

story continued on page 17
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In this super busy time of year,
somewhere in the back of every-
body’s mind there is a part of their
brain that is focusing on one of the
most important facets of the sea-
son: gift-giving.
For those of you with a geek,

gamer or pop culture enthusiast on
your shopping list, the wide variety
of interests that they can have
make finding the perfect gift for
them extremely difficult. Do you
buy them a gift that reflects their
love of television and movies? Or
something that is impractical,
expensive, but otherwise too cool
to resist? Fortunately for those of
you in this situation, I have
scoured amazon.ca for the perfect
gifts for the loveable geek on your
list.

TV on Blu-ray
It was a big year for television:

the Red Wedding changed the
landscape of Game of Thrones for-
ever; the survivors on The Walking
Dead faced off against their great-
est threat yet; and something called
Duck Dynasty is, for some reason,
a pop culture phenomenon.
Despite the events taking place on

our screen over the past year, there
was one TV event that stands head
and shoulders above all others: the
end of Walter White’s journey on
Breaking Bad.
There is no better way to cele-

brate the closest thing to a perfect
story I’ve ever seen this holiday
than with the complete Blu-ray
series, which contains all five sea-
sons, more than 50 hours of bonus
features and a slew of collectables
all placed in a plastic barrel (for the
acid, of course). This piece of
modern television history will
undoubtedly be under the tree of
many a television fan this year.
$179.99

Movies
This past year seemed a relative-

ly quiet one for geekier moviego-
ers, especially when following up
last year’s summer that contained
both The Dark Knight Rises and
The Avengers, but there was still a
number of big cinematic events to
get excited about this year. Marvel
Studios continued their mission to
conquer Hollywood by officially
kicking off the second wave of
films with Iron Man 3 and Thor:
The Dark World, Superman made
a return to screens and the crew of
the Starship Enterprise confused
longtime fans with this summer’s
sequel.
Perhaps the best movie for

scratching an action itch this year

was Pacific Rim, Guillermo del
Toro’s “giant monster fights giant
robot” epic, a modern-day homage
to what made films like Godzilla
such a success in the early days of
cinema. $24.99

Doctor Who
This was The Doctor’s year, cel-

ebrating 50 years of existence has
seen the BBC go through extraor-
dinary lengths to promote their
time-travelling mad alien with a
box, with the recently passed 50th
anniversary seeing a surge inWho-
related merchandise and collecta-
bles available this holiday season.
Any fan on the list would surely

be happy with any of the multitude
of statues, books, comics, posters
or other collectables that have been
appearing on store shelves all year,
but there is one ultimate Doctor
Who-related gift that any fan
would love.
The Doctor is never far away

from his sonic screwdriver, a
whirring little device that can solve
a multitude of problems with a sin-
gle point, and now any Whovian
can get the same sensation by
using one to control their TV with
just a point and a gesture in the
vein of their hero. Programmable
with whatever device they have,
this showpiece remote control is
sure to entertain any Doctor Who
fan whenever they feel like tuning
in. $40.95

Geek-tacular gift guide
G33K LYFE
ANDREW VIDLER

CREDIT: THE WAND COMPANY LTD.

The Sonic Screwdriver Remote has four operational modes users have the option of using the personal authori-
zation code so you can confine the use of your special device.

Slim Consoles
It seemingly started with Sony

giving their consoles the slim treat-
ment with the PSone and the PS2
Slim. Sleeker and sexier, but func-
tionally identical to their launch
counterparts, they’ve been hailed
as cheaper and more attractive to
buyers late into the console gener-
ation. The general idea has been
copied by Microsoft and Nintendo
with their own consoles.
All of that was predated by none

other than Atari, with the slimmed-
down 2600 console, the 2600 Jr.
Released at the heel of the 1984
video game crash and sold at the
budget price of $50, the 2600 Jr.
earned some serious popularity,
and continued to be manufactured
up until 1992, 14 years after the
release of the original 2600, span-
ning the influence of the ancient
console over more than a decade.

Online Game Markets
For the handful of you who read

my column, I love you very much,
and also, you may recall my men-
tioning of Coleco’s cable-based
game delivery system. Yes, before
Xbox Live Marketplace, or even
Steam, the basic concept of deliv-
ering entertainment through tubes
straight to brats who don’t want to
get off their asses has existed since
the very early ’80s, and again, in
the ’90s with the Sega Channel for
the Genesis. While the high cost
and lack of customer enthusiasm
killed Coleco’s visions (heh), the
Sega Channel, on the other hand,
lasted all the way up until the
Genesis’ discontinuation in 1998.
Yes, yes, it doesn’t use the
Internet, but the fact that it’s an on-
demand delivery system for
videogames qualifies this entry.

First-Person Shooters
“Of course!” you exclaim, prob-

ably in an angry letter to me (if it
is, please send food along with it).
“There were first person shooters

before grandpappies Wolfenstein
and Doom! What’s the point?”
Well, if you’d just let me say it,
yes, FPSes go back before
Wolfenstein and Catacombs in the
’90s, and even before Battlezone
and Red Baron in the ’80s. Almost
hand-in-glove, the first FPS was,
in fact, a multiplayer game.
Starting out as a computer experi-
ment for NASA network comput-
ers in the early ’70s, Maze War’s
concept was repeatedly ported and
remade for several university com-
puters, becoming most popular
with the Xerox Alto. “Xerox?”
you, the figment of my imagina-
tion, exclaim. “They played it on a
photocopier?” No, Xerox, was, in
fact, one of the leaders of home
computing innovations, creators of
the modern desktop environment
so imitated by Apple and
Microsoft, but that’s a different
story. Maze War, the simple con-
cept of two characters shaped like
eyeballs hunting each other down
through 3D corridors, became the
genesis for all the first-person
goodness we have in our video
games today.

Modern Cover-Based Systems
Gears of War (2006) featured

burly space marines, homosexual
undertones, and a slick third-per-
son cover system that has been
shamelessly copied since, because
it just works. But of course, like
any product that popularized an
idea, the creation of that idea itself
was the work of a predecessor.
Enter Kill.Switch, a third-person-
shooter by Namco; you’ll probably
find a copy of this forgotten game
on eBay for a cheap price. Pop
Kill.Switch into your PS2 and give
it a whirl. Almost immediately,
you feel how the game plays iden-
tically to Gears and all those other
third-person-shooter greats.
Everything, from blind firing to a
fast-reload mechanic has been
completely lifted from this game.
The game’s rather bland Middle-
Eastern setting did it no favours in
being remembered, but if game
mechanics could be patented, Epic
would be in so much trouble right
now.

Gaming’s
surprising firsts

GAMING THE
SYSTEM
ESHAAN GUPTA
e_gupta@fanshaweonline.ca

CREDIT: NAMCO

Happy
Hour Cutz!

Mon. - Sat.
12 pm - 2 pm
Women's $30

Men's $16

Colour
specials

for all.

1569 Oxford St. E. (Located across from Fanshawe College)
Open 6 days a week

Mon. 10 am - 4 pm
Tues. - Fri. 10 am - 7 pm

Sat.10 am - 4 pm
519.457.6858

Tues. & Wed.
Starting at

$49.99



Make A List
You don’t want to invite too few 
people or it could get really 
awkward really fast, but you also 
don’t want your house to be so 
overcrowded that no one can 
mingle without needing to shout.  

on
your guest list, be sure to give 

arrangements and clear their 
calendars. You should invite them 
at least one week before 
the event. 

Keep in mind that the more 
you give your invitees, the greater 
the chances are that they will be 

-

Assuming that this party will take 
place at your own house, put away 
all of your valuables and be sure 
to lock doors to rooms you don’t 
want people to enter. 

It’s the holiday season, so 
decorate your house 
accordingly: if it’s a Christmas 
party, you probably want a 
Christmas tree! 

Some other ways you can make 

around doorways, light candles, 

bows around lamps or chairs, have 
holiday music playing in the back-

The smallest details can improve 
your party by a lot.

Munchies &
Mocktails
The next thing you should 

Depending on the amount of 
people at your event, you will 
need to make enough food to 
feed everyone… and then some. 

Not having enough food is a major 

recipes that are easy to make 
and are holiday-related. Having a 
big turkey or ham is a great idea, 
but make sure you start cooking 
it soon enough in the day – plan 
ahead!

During the day before your party, 
and the day of, you will probably 
need to spend most of the day 
cooking and preparing before your 

bring food, so in this case be sure 
not to have too many similar 
food dishes. 

One cute idea is to create a 
themed cocktail or mocktail 
(non-alcoholic drink) to serve to 
your guests – check the recipe 
card (on the right) for one idea 
that’s sure to make a splash!

and desserts to suit a variety of 
tastes, and keep your guests’ 
allergies and food preferences in 
mind. If someone is a vegetarian, 
make sure that not every dish 
contains meat. 

On the day of the party, be sure to 
have everything ready (including 
yourself) an hour before the party 
begins. This will give you some 

before your house is full of your 
family and friends. Don’t stress 
yourself out too much; welcome 
your guests with a warm smile at 
the door, and enjoy your evening!

Christmas party
Gabby Scheyen | INTERROBANG

Recipe Card
Cherry Bomb 

Cocktail/Mocktail
Recipe from 

marthastewart.com

Ingredients
- 1 cup grenadine
- 1 litre clear citrus soda 

- 18 maraschino cherries

1. Place two cups water in a 
medium saucepan, and bring to 
a boil over medium-high heat. 

(Boiling blends the water with the 
grenadine and ensures your ice 
cubes will be clear, not cloudy). 
Pour mixture into two ice-cube 

or overnight.

2.
ice cubes. Top with soda – add 1 
ounce vodka for a cocktail. Garnish 
with cherries and serve.

Maybe
usually hosts Christmas moved to the Bahamas – whatever the reason, this could be the year for you to step up to the 
plate and host the annual Christmas party. 

Having your whole family or all your friends over can 

and you 

and laughing while enjoying the food you prepared, it 
will be worth it. 
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Ah, books, our pulpy, papery
friends. Without them, history
would be a lot less literate and,
more importantly, my column
wouldn’t exist.
For more than just reading,

books have those niche purposes.
Be it Romania using donated
bibles for toilet paper in event of
shortages, or the more politically
minded using it as kindling for
their burnings, it’s undeniable
that physical paper has a sense of
purpose stuck with it. Despite all
this, it seems that these carriers of
enlightenment who have spread
literacy around the world for hun-
dreds of years are slowly becom-
ing endangered species.
Already, Amazon has reported

that the sale of contemporary dig-
ital books has outstripped that of
its traditional physical counter-
part. And why not? On paper
(heh), digital is the way to go. For
those long trips in the more
remote parts of the world, rather
than drag along 50 or so paper-
backs in a rucksack, it would
make more sense to carry a
Kindle or Kobo that could easily
store twice that amount and still
take up the same room and weight
(save for the device’s atomic
weight changing due to the addi-
tional electrons from more data,
but let’s not get into that). Even
I’m guilty of this grievance
against the common book. Nearly
everything I’ve reviewed for this
column has been a result of taking
my Kobo out for those especially
long rides on the 27 Fanshawe.
Google and various organizations
have tasked themselves with
scanning and digitally archiving
works that predate the very first
steam-powered analog computa-
tion automaton. Books are perish-
able; they burn easily, they can
house bugs or fungal growth,
fade, tear, fall apart – their
fragility is almost human, isn’t it?

They even have a spine!
In this fast-paced, buck-a-

minute world where convenience
seems to be the ways of the old’s
biggest killer, are books really
going to die out almost complete-
ly? The answer to this question
lies with our good friend, the
vinyl LP.
Half-starved to death with the

complete takeover of audio CDs
as the audiophile’s standard
medium, the vinyl LP should be a
distant memory by now, but
instead, the opposite has hap-
pened. The format has seen such a
huge resurgence in popularity
that there’s even a Wikipedia arti-
cle detailing this interesting phe-
nomenon. With music being as
conveniently available through
digital media like iTunes and
Spotify, why are people regress-
ing back to the ways of the old,
bulky, analogue LP?
It’s because we like to feel

what we buy.
Oh sure, purchasing a digital

album for $10 a pop, or even just
buying individual tracks is con-
venient, but in the end, it’s com-
pletely ethereal. You have no
proof, no way to really exclaim
your love of the band and their
music; at the risk of sounding like
a troglodyte, what you just
bought on iTunes doesn’t really
exist, and that thought leaves you
with a certain emptiness, doesn’t
it? Combined with the loudness
war (where CD rereleases of pop-
ular music have been fiddled with
and equalized in a manner that
destroys musical nuances), the
average enthusiast has begun to
fall back on vinyl. And of course,
for those who like it retro but still
don’t enjoy the notion of drag-
ging an LP player on the bus, lot
of modern vinyl releases or re-
releases also come with a coupon
redeemable online for a digital
version of the album, making the
choice less difficult.
I’m not trying to imply that

those who buy physical versions
of their entertainment, despite the
digital alternative’s existent, do it
for vanity’s sake. It’s just nice to
feel, hold, touch and put on your

shelf for the world to see what
you just bought. Amazon has
already begun to recognize this
distinction, and generally bundle
their paperbacks with Kindle-
redeemable coupons. Paperback
sales going down isn’t a sign of
their doom; save for a global
catastrophe wiping out loggable
trees completely, the physical
book isn’t going anywhere.
Reading Between The Lines

explores books that you may have
missed out on that are worth your
while. If you have a book to sug-
gest, email Eshaan at
e_gupta@fanshaweonline.ca.
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Well, fellow Fanshawe students,
it’s no secret that we are now com-
ing up to exam week. If you haven’t
already started studying (or stress-
ing), you probably will be soon!
No one can truly understand the

anxieties and busyness of exams
unless they are a student, and many
people who haven’t had to truly
“walk the walk” often try to offer
advice on how to conduct oneself in
an effective and efficient manner
during this fateful week. Often,
however, this advice is not helpful
but rather just a stereotype of how
they picture we students should be
handling it.
So how can we, in a realistic way,

study for exams in an effective and
efficient way?
A student for the past eight years,

I have studied at two different
schools previous to my enrollment
at Fanshawe, and obtained a
Bachelor’s degree along the way. I
am also only a few credits away
from my Master’s degree, which I
will finish by next year. Along with
studying full time at Fanshawe, I
have two toddlers (picture my house
as a zoo and you’ll only slightly
begin to understand the mayhem!),
an awesome wife who is studying
full-time out of town, and I write for
Interrobang. With all this time in an
academic setting, I have learned a
lot about how to manage my time
most effectively.
Here are some tips and advice that

have worked for me over the many
years of student life. I hope that I
can impart some nugget of wisdom
to help you through this sometimes
hellish last few weeks of the semes-
ter.

Get some real shut-eye at night:
This is a tough one, but you can
carve out time and stick to it; good
thing Breaking Bad is over!

Figure out your study style:
This of course is something you will
only figure out with time, however,
we can quickly learn if we need
music to help us focus, or if any
noise is just a nuisance and makes it
harder for us to focus.

Find a study group – or form
one: I can’t count the number of
times I’ve felt incredibly unprepared
for a test or exam and a few hours of
study group beforehand has saved
me. Bouncing ideas off one another
and listening to others’ thoughts and
ideas, or discoveries really helps
some people to retain the info they
need to retain.

Study hard, but take breaks: If
you’re out at Starbucks or the
library, by all means stay there for
six hours, but take a half-hour break
every few hours to surf the net or
grab a refill. Do this responsibly!

Manage tasks appropriately: In
other words, if you are finding it dif-
ficult to manage your projects, don’t
spend too much time on an assign-
ment worth only five per cent. Focus
on the big fish. Bombing an assign-
ment worth five per cent will hardly
affect your mark; bombing one
worth 30 per cent will.

Make up cue cards: If you’re
studying a subject that requires a lot
of flat-out memorization of facts,
terms or concepts, making up cue
cards is often an excellent way to
organize what you need to study –
and the process of actually making
them is a part of studying!

Remain calm and positive:
Remember, Christmas is right
around the corner and soon enough
we’ll be sipping eggnog (or a rye
and coke) while we relax and enjoy
some treats with our loved ones.
Relax; it’ll all be over soon.
If you try some of these tips, you

should be on the road to a successful
end to the semester. Good luck!

JACOB MATTINSON
INTERROBANG

How to survive (and
thrive) during exam week

READING BETWEEN
THE LINES
ESHAAN GUPTA
e_gupta@fanshaweonline.ca

Is the end (of physical books) near?

The only caveat to the argument
for winter tires – or any safety
improvement – is the potential for
carelessness if the motorist drives
differently because he or she
“feels” safer (an effect witnessed
upon the transition to both manda-
tory seatbelts and airbags).
Nonetheless, winter tires are a sta-
tistically verified improvement; it
is up to the driver to make sure that
all other safety factors remain in
check.
After having winter tires

installed, the next step is ensuring
they are properly inflated.
According to Transport Canada,
“A tire that has good pressure
when checked in a warm garage
will be under-inflated when it is
below zero outside – because tire
pressure goes down in the cold.
That is why you should do your
checks when the tires are cold.”
Transport Canada’s website also

states that winter tires should
match. Though some experts dis-
pute the need for all four to match,
it is preferable (particularly for all-
wheel drive vehicles), but is essen-
tial that wheels on the same axle be
identical. Furthermore, the MTO

website states, “If using only two
winter tires, regardless of whether
the vehicle is front-, rear- or all-
wheel drive, these should be
installed on the rear axle for best
vehicle stability in turns and during
braking.”
More tips can be found in the

“Winter Driving: Be Prepared, Be
Safe” brochure, which can be
found for download through
tinyurl.com/ontariodrivesafe.

WHAT TO KEEP IN YOUR CAR
THIS WINTER
• Cellphone
• Blankets and spare clothing/footwear
• Windshield Washer fluid and antifreeze
• A shovel, brush and scraper
• Sand/kitty litter for traction if stuck
• Booster cables
• Emergency food
• Survival candle, such as “Candle in a
Can”
• Flashlight and/or emergency flares
• First-aid kit

A gift for your car continued from page 14

CREDIT: MICHAEL BARRETT

A mechanic at Auto Guys explains a tie rod issue discovered during
inspection. Taking your car in for a winter checkup could go a long way
in preventing cold-weather accidents.



I’ll Be Home For
Christmas (1998)

The holiday season is upon us,
and many students will be making it
home to join their family to cele-
brate, well, whatever it is that their
particular family celebrates.
Christmas. Hanukkah. Kwanzaa.
Winter solstice. Milla Jovovich’s
birthday. Hopefully each student’s
journey is a safe and relatively
uneventful one. Maybe you’ll have
a run-in with a rude flight attendant.
Maybe your luggage will get dam-
aged. I pray, however, that you
don’t run into as many obstacles as
the main character does in the film
that I will be examining this week,
I’ll Be Home For Christmas.
Jonathan Taylor Thomas (Home

Improvement) stars as Jake, a some-
what selfish young man who is cur-
rently attending college in
California, along with his girlfriend
Allie (Jessica Biel). He plans to take
Allie to Cabo San Lucas for the hol-
idays, but she puts the kibosh on
those plans. She wants them both to
head home to New York to spend
time with their families. Jake gives
in, but not to please Allie, but rather
because his father has made him an

offer he cannot refuse.
Gary Cole shines as Jake’s father.

Cole is best known however for his
role as Bill Lumbergh in Office
Space. Basically, he tells Jake,
“Ummm, I’m gonna need you to go
ahead come home before 6 p.m. on
Christmas Eve. So, if you could be
here around 6, that would be great,
mmmk... oh oh! And I almost for-
got, ahh, I’m going to go ahead and
give you a Porsche if you make it
here on time, ’kay?” I’m paraphras-
ing a bit, but that is the gist of his
message.
It sounds pretty straightforward,

right? Jake just has to get his and
Allie’s patooties across the country,
and he’ll land a sweet ride. Well,
that wouldn’t make for much of a
movie. Luckily, shenanigans ensue.
Jake’s rival Eddie and his buddies
take Jake (who is wearing a Santa
suit) out into the middle of the
desert and leave him stranded there.
This allows Eddie to swoop in and
save the day by driving Allie home.
So while Allie fumes the whole

way home thinking that her
boyfriend has abandoned her, Jake
engages in a series LOL escapades
as he makes his way across the
country dressed as Santa. He man-
ages to win $1,000 cash by compet-
ing in a Santa Claus race, and it
looks like he will make it home in
time. But things get complicated
when he learns that the runner-up
was the mayor of the town, who has
won the race every year, and uses
the money to buy turkey dinners for
needy families.
Hold the phone! Up until this

point in the film, the writing of
Michael Allin, Tom Nursall and
Harris Goldberg has been absolute-
ly perfect. But clearly they spent so
much time researching college stu-
dents, family dynamics and the rac-
ing abilities of mall Santas that they
didn’t know a darn thing about may-
ors. Let’s get this straight. Mayors
divert taxpayer money for their own
personal use. They smoke crack
cocaine. They inexplicably sprint
across the room at council meetings,
knocking down any grandmothers
in their path. They make inappropri-
ate remarks about their wife’s geni-
talia. They most certainly do not
feed the hungry. Frankly, it would
have been more realistic to have had
the mayor transform into a helicop-
ter during the race.
Once Jake hears about this pre-

posterous scenario, he feels guilty,
and drops the money off at the
mayor’s home. The mayor invites
Jake in to partake in Christmas din-
ner with his family, but Jake realizes
that he has more than enough to eat
at home, and makes one last ditch
effort to join his family for their hol-
iday feast.
Does Jake make it home? Does

he win back the heart of Allie, and
earn the keys to the Porsche from
dear old Dad? You’ll just have to
watch the film and find out for your-
self. The film is available on
Netflix, and according to
Wikipedia, it has aired on CBC
every Christmas season since 1999.
Consider that information my
Christmas gift to you, and yes, I do
expect something in return.
I guarantee you will love this

motion picture. Despite the terrible
characterization of the mayor, I still
feel that I’ll Be Home For
Christmas is the greatest holiday
offering since a wise man brought
myrrh to baby Jesus 2,000 years
ago.

Dear Nat,
Last week was my birthday. I’ve

made a lot of new friends here at
Fanshawe since starting here in
September, and I thought it would
be a lot of fun for us all to go bowl-
ing together. I reserved three
lanes, figuring about 10 to 15 peo-
ple would come. I got to the bowl-
ing alley about 30 minutes before I
told everyone to show up, super
excited for the fun to begin. But the
fun never did begin – not a single
one of the 20 “friends” I invited
showed. I waited for over an hour
and a half before I decided to give
up. I’m embarrassed and
ashamed, and I’m out some money
too, as I had to put down a deposit
on the lanes I rented. How can I
show my face to those 20 people
ever again?
- Birthday Schmirthday
Dear Birthday Schmirthday,
I’m sorry this happened to you,

and of all days on your birthday!
Sounds like these “friends” aren’t
that reliable and should be kicked
to the curb.
But before doing anything dras-

tic, consider every angle of this sit-
uation. To be frank, it seems a bit
suspicious that all 20 friends
decided not to show. Have you
checked the invitations? Maybe
the date and time were wrong! Did

you get an RSVP from anyone
saying they could attend? Did any-
one respond to your message when
you texted them 30 minutes prior
to the event? If not, it’s probably
because everyone was, in fact, too
busy to party that night. There’s a
bunch of factors that I sense you
might be overlooking.
Furthermore, try reaching out to

someone you find yourself closest
with within that group of friends.
Tackle the situation head-on and
ask why they themselves decided
not to show up. Their response will
play a crucial part in deciding
whether or not these friendships
are worth continuing.
As for facing these people

again, do it with confidence. Don’t
go out of your way to be kind and
courteous to them (as they weren’t
to you), but hold your head high,
walk tall and always remember to
smile – there’s no classier way to
settle a score than by looking
happy and unfazed.
Finally, if you’re tight for cash

and let’s be honest, what student
isn’t), then contact the bowling
arena and see if they’d reconsider
and give you back even a portion
of the down deposit. Explain your
situation and they might side with
your dilemma.
If you’ve got a query for

Quinlan, shoot her an email at
chatwithnat.fsu@gmail.com. All
published questions will be
entered into monthly random
draws to win a $10 FSU coupon
for Oasis and Out Back Shack.
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CHAT WITH NAT
NATALIE QUINLAN
chatwithnat.fsu@gmail.com

A serious case of the
birthday blues

CREDIT: WALT DISNEY PICTURES

Cross-country Claus chaos
Cinema Connoisseur
ALLEN GAYNOR
www.cinemaconn.com

CREDIT: ROY LA CHAPPELLE

The Green Christmas event at the Talbot Church helped raise funds for
Bridging the Gap, an organization that supports employment for adults
with Autism Spectrum Disorder. Students from Fanshawe’s Autism and
Behavioural Science program, (from left) Prince, Nicole and Brian,
wrapped gifts for donations to help raise money.
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NOV. 25 2013
PEOPLE WHO ARE AFRAID OF SANTA 
CLAUS ARE CLAUSTROPHOBIC!!!
Happy Holidays from the Welcome Ki�k.

PRIZES SPONSORED BY CHARTWELLS

THE TONIGHT SHOW
with Jay Leno

Here we go again. Freshman
Congressman Trey Radel of Florida
has been arrested for possession of
cocaine in Washington, D.C. He
admitted he is an alcoholic and pled
guilty to possession of cocaine. The
judge sentenced him to four years as
mayor of Toronto.
PETA says that today’s turkeys

are being bred to have such large
breasts, they’re dying of heart
attacks. I don’t want to be insensi-
tive, but that’s still better than get-
ting your head chopped off.
A report issued today said half of

all Americans will be facing diabetes
by the year 2020. The
other half will have dia-
betes by Friday morning.

BEST IN LATE NIGHT
COMIC RELIEF
REAL TIME

with Bill Maher
This week we found out how

many people have signed up for
Obamacare on the federal website.
Out of 15 million uninsured, they
signed up 26,794. To give you an
idea, Wilt Chamberlain had sex with
more people than that.
New Rule: Republicans have to

stop saying that if the Obamacare
website doesn’t work, that must
mean Obamacare itself doesn’t
work. That’s like saying the ice
cream’s no good because you can’t
find a spoon.
For most Americans, Obamacare

is a lot of like sex. You do it
online, it’s incredibly frus-
trating and the idea of any-
one getting it makes
Republicans insane.

CONAN
with Conan O’Brien
The Oxford Dictionary has named

“selfie” the word of the year, nar-
rowly beating out “twerk.” In a relat-
ed story, the funeral for the English
language is this Saturday. They’ll
put it in the ground.
Last night during a TV special,

magician David Blaine performed
magic for Kanye West. Blaine per-
formed an amazing trick where he
got Kanye to not talk about Kanye
for eight seconds.
Members of the Tea Party gath-

ered outside the White House to
demand President Obama’s
impeachment. The president said he
appreciated their views
and he is setting up a new
website where they can
voice their opinion.

LATE NIGHT
with Jimmy Fallon

Wildlife officials in India are now
putting wild monkeys on birth con-
trol to help curb the recent popula-
tion spike. This is good for wildlife,
and even better for female monkeys
who want to focus on their careers.
A company in France is selling a

new robot that can play with kids
and read them bedtime stories. Kids
are calling it a cool and innovative
thing to eventually discuss with their
therapists.
President Obama announced that

the U.S. and Iran have reached an
important step in freezing Iran’s
nuclear program. When
asked how they’d finally
reached the agreement, Iran
said, “Patience, compro-
mise, and oh, we lied. Not in
that order, actually.”

THE LATE SHOW
with David Letterman
There’s a turkey shortage. Are you

aware of that fact? There’s also a
gravy shortage. It’s up to $4 a gallon.
Governor Chris Christie wants to
build a gravy pipeline.
Thieves have stolen a half a mil-

lion dollars worth of Red Bull.
They’re described as armed, danger-
ous, and ready to go.
Are you aware of the turkey short-

age? The White House has stepped
in so people won’t panic. They said
yes, there’s a turkey shortage, but
don’t worry, it’s only a website prob-
lem.
This year Thanksgiving

and the first day of
Hanukkah are on the same
day. I’m no theologian, but I
think what that means is
eight days of leftovers.

JIMMY KIMMEL LIVE
with Jimmy Kimmel
Variety is reporting that there will

be a sequel to It’s a Wonderful Life
in 2015. I would call it It’s a Terrible
Idea.
The FCC is reconsidering the ban

on cellphone use on planes. So, not
only do you get to watch the lady eat-
ing a tuna fish sandwich she brought
from home, you get to hear her yell at
her husband while she does it.
First thing I’m going to do is order

a large pepperoni pizza and have it
delivered to the sky.
Thanksgiving travel will be espe-

cially unpleasant because of the big
storm. More than 500 flights out of
Dallas-Fort Worth were
canceled. I think this is
God's way of saying:
Stay home and overcook
your own turkey.

No doubt you have heard stories
about people who have landed
great jobs without ever having
applied to the company or written a
resume. Or, maybe it truly was a
case of being in the right place at
the right time. Even if the stars are
properly lined up, no doubt you
will need more than a little good
luck to get to where you want to
be. Much like any overnight suc-
cess, it may take years. So how can
you get started on that road to suc-
cess?
It has been stated that the hidden

job market represents approxi-
mately 80 per cent of the jobs that
never get advertised, and that 100
per cent of job seekers are applying
for only 20 per cent of the jobs out
there. So, how do you get to that 80
per cent? You talk to people you
know who can help you out: fami-
ly, friends, friends of friends, cur-
rent or past employers, professors,
etc. You chat with people at parties
and cold contact people you’ve
read or heard about in the news.
You conduct informational inter-
views with professionals in your
chosen occupational field. You
cultivate an arsenal of contacts…
in short, you network.
If you are introverted, you really

may not be enthralled with net-
working, so make it more of a per-
sonal challenge. Here are some
strategies for successful network-
ing whether it be online or in per-
son:

1. Brainstorm for contacts:
Think of everyone who could pos-
sibly serve as a contact. Don’t limit
yourself to people who could help
because they have similar occupa-
tions, include people in unrelated
fields as well. Remember people
you may have met through volun-
teer activities or work. Include
family friends, relatives, neigh-
bours, professors, alumni, former
employers, coworkers and so on.

2. Go to where your contacts
are: Tried and true places to net-
work include the local alumni
association, Career Centre, class
reunions, cocktail parties,
fundraisers, conferences, profes-
sional association meetings, social
networking sites such as LinkedIn
and Facebook and Twitter, volun-
teer activities, career and job fairs.

3. Get organized, be prepared:
You need to approach these net-
working opportunities with a game
plan. Do your homework and try to
find out who will be there, or do
your best to think about who might
be there and make a list of the peo-
ple you really want to meet. Once
you’ve made your list, find out
what you can about the companies
they work for, their backgrounds,
etc., and make up some questions
or conversation starters that reflect
your research. Above all, be pro-
fessional. Try not to generalize
with questions like, “Do you know
of any jobs that I might apply to?”
as this may put your contact into an
overwhelming situation. Make it
easy for your contacts to help you.

4. Networking is limitless: You
never know when you will meet
someone who could influence your
career path. Always be ready to
network, and don’t avoid people

who have no obvious connection
to your ambitions as they may be
able to give you the name of some-
one who might.

5. Follow up and stay organ-
ized: After you meet a contact, it is
absolutely essential that you fol-
low up with them. Thank them for
the advice they may have given
you and keep in touch with them –
stay on their radar. This way they
may think of you if an opportunity
comes up and develop a system of
some sort to keep organized.

6. It’s all about respect: Just
like your mother said, if you want
to be treated with respect, then you
have to give respect. If you want
your emails and calls returned,
then you need to respond to the
people who contact you. Don’t for-
get to return the favour if someone
helps you out. Start building your
professional reputation as someone
who is polite, respectful, kind and
genuine. And, when you do get
that new job, be sure to keep them
informed about that too as we all
like to hear good news.
Need assistance with your job

search or writing a resume and
covering letter? Drop by the
Career Services office in D1063.
The Career Services staff are
available to assist you on an indi-
vidual basis. Visit the office in
D1063 to arrange an appointment
with the consultant responsible for
your program or call 519-452-
4294. To access job listings for
Fanshawe students and graduates,
visit www.fanshaweonline.ca or
www.fanshawec.ca/careerservices.
Follow us on Facebook face-
book.com/FanshaweCS, Twitter
@FanshaweCS and Pinterest
pinterest.com/FanshaweCS.

Job networking tips
CAREER CORNER
Susan Coyne
Career Services
Consultant
Fanshawe Career Services

Go to SC 2001 to claim your cheque.

Plan

$
HEALTH

ww w. fsu.ca

REMINDER
PICK UP YOUR OPT- OUT CHEQUE

BEFORE THE HOLIDAYS

December 2013

www.fsu.ca/health
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laura.billson@gmail.com

Fishy distributions.

Thanks again for hanging out
with me while I study.

I’ve definitely got the poisson 
distribution down. Yay for 

learning probabilities!

Poisson Distribution? Is that 
used for calculating the prob-
ability there’s actually fish in 
your Fillet-o-fish sandwich at 

McD’s?It helps just
to have

someone to
listen to me
work it out.

Bus Stop

Nerds

www.fsu.ca

 CONNECTEDGET

twitter.com/
fanshawesu

youtube.com/
fanshawesu

fsu.cafacebook.com/
fanshawesu

your one stop source
for everything related to

student life!
your one stop source

for everything related to

student life!
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LIFESTYLES
After the puzzle has been cor-

rectly solved the letters in the cir-
cles when read from left to right
across each row will spell a spe-
cial message or word.

Across
1. ___ Said: Fanshawe Student

Union Manager of Publications and
Communications
5. ___ Faust: Fanshawe Student

Union Interrobang Editor
10. ___ Roach: Fanshawe Student

Union Publications Advertising
Coordinator
14. Fencing sword
15. Constructor
16. Masculine name
17. Greek mythological wife of

Zeus
18. Lyric poem
19. Comfort
20. Giving freely
22. Fire remains
23. Tournament status
24. Give off
26. ____ Hawkeye-Kicks:

Fanshawe Student Union
Publications Creative Director
30. Chief island of the Cook

Islands
35. Impulse conductors
36. Camera part
37. Canadian hockey great Bobby
38. Female horse
39. Alcoholic drink
40. Rhyming verse
41. Shade tree
42. S-shaped line
44. Hindu queen
45. Ferns
48. Knock over
49. Pulpit
50. Comes before tee
52. Approves
55. ___ Lai: Fanshawe Student

Union Interrobang writer
61. Soon
62. Buddhist shrine
63. Corral Entrance

64. Gambling resort
65. Abhorred
66. Small stream
67. Prophet
68. Short musical composition
69. Ailments
Down
1. Biblical king
2. Take the lid off
3. Frequently-used pronoun

(Possessive form)
4. Type of ocean tide
5. Nail filing board
6. Light slender sword
7. Small computer graphic
8. Indian dish
9. “What ___ you doing?”
10. Looks after (2 words)
11. Far Eastern nursemaid
12. Stand up
13. Alcoholic drinks
21. Arab garments
22. Small islands in rivers
25. Day of the week (abbr.)
26. Masculine name
27. Praise highly
28. Feminine name
29. Compass direction

31. ___ ___(see 46 Down)
Fanshawe Student Union
Publications Web Facilitator
32. Not anybody (2 words)
33. Colour
34. Provided with weapons
39. Any craft which is sustained in

the air by buoyancy
40. Semi-liquid food for infants
42. Units of electrical resistance
43. Clot
44. Move with great haste
46. ___ (see 31 Down) ___:

Fanshawe Student Union
47. Oozed
51. Digging tool
52. Rowing tools
53. Leg joint
54. Excellent (2 words)
56. Ballet skirt
57. Science of cultivating the soil

(comb. form)
58. Hammer's partner
59. “___ do you no good”
60. Snaky fish
62. Feminine pronoun
Solution on page 22

1. The word Christmas is Old
English, a contraction of
Christ’s Mass.
2. The first president to deco-

rate the white house Christmas
tree in the United States was

Franklin Pierce.
3. Electric
lights for trees
were first used in
1895.
4. The first

Christmas cards were
vintage and invented in
1843, the Victorian Era.

5. It’s a Wonderful Life appears
on TV more often than any other
holiday movie.
6. Rudolph was actually created

by Montgomery Ward in the late
1930’s for a holiday promotion.
The rest is history.

7. The Nutcracker is the most
famous Christmas ballet.
8. Jingle Bells was first written

for Thanksgiving and then
became one of the most popular
Christmas songs.
9. If you received all of the

gifts in the song The Twelv e
Days of Christmas, you would
receive 364 presents.
10. The poinsettia plant was

brought into the United States
from Mexico by Joel Poinsett in
the early 1800’s.
11. Holly berries are poison-

ous.
12. Contrary to common

belief, poinsettia plants are non-
toxic.
13. In 1843, A Christmas

Carol was written by Charles
Dickens in just six weeks.
14. Coca Cola was the first

beverage company to use Santa
for a winter promotion.
15. Clearing up a common mis-

conception, in Greek, X means
Christ. That is where the word X-
Mas comes from. Not because
someone took the Christ out of
Christmas.
16. Traditionally, Christmas

trees are taken down after
Epiphany.
17. More diamonds are sold

around Christmas than any other
time of the year.
18. Christmas pudding was

first made as a kind of soup with
raisins and wine in it.
19. The Christmas turkey was

imported to France by the Jesuits
and it is still known in some
French dialects as a Jesuite.
20. Christmas Pudding origi-

nates from an old, Celtic dish
known as frumenty.
21. The first Christmas stamp

was released in Canada in 1898.
22. In Germany, Twelfth Night

is known as Three Kings Day.

Aries (March 21 - April 19)
You’re unusually flighty and

directionless. If someone else
wanted to run the show, you prob-
ably wouldn’t object. Beware of
setting your sights too high -
you’re likely to be disappointed.

Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
You hate to think in terms of

winners and losers. Release your
inner forces joyously and wisely. If
you’ve been powerless or inca-
pable, turn your problems over to
someone who can go to bat for
you. If you’re the hired hero, play
to win.

Gemini (May 21 - June 20)
Now is the time for a reality

check. If your brilliance has gone
unchallenged, maybe it’s because
no one has understood a single
word. Be more inclusive of those
who would help your cause.

Cancer (June 21 - July 22)
Your joys and triumphs are

acted out on a public stage. Others
seek personal meanings in what
they think is a show for their bene-
fit. Anything that you do now is
sure to be of lasting value.

Leo (July 23 - August 22)
The new can’t happen if the old

won’t step aside and make room
for it. Transition is a hard process
for everyone involved. If you’re
unable to keep others calm, at least
try not to provoke them.

Virgo (August 23 - Sept. 22)
Without condescending, address

the child in each adult that you see.
Everyone wants to be impressed.
Everyone loves to be loved.
Respect the outer shell even as you
gently tickle the soft underbelly.

Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)
A symbolic gesture teeters atop

a stack of unpleasant facts.
Friends are more likely to consid-
er your accomplishments than
your promises. You know better
than to make a fool of yourself.

Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
You like a good mystery, espe-

cially when you hold the answer.
It’s hard to decide whether you
want to be in the centre or watch-
ing from the edge. Play dumb and
wait for the perfect moment.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
You may not find the needle in

the haystack, but you’re a master
at coming up with excuses. Forget
the trivial. Expand your horizons.
It’s time for a new set of expecta-
tions that can’t possibly disap-
point you.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
A happy spectacle puts every-

one in a good mood. Well-fed
people are more likely to be com-
passionate. You can take a chance
with such an agreeable crowd.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
If you’re smart, you’ll admit a

mistake before it grows bigger.
Let someone else handle the
repairs that are beyond you.
You’re aware of unseen forces at
work, even if you can’t harness
them to your wishes.

Pisces (Feb. 18 - March 20)
Your word is law, but you’ll

excuse anyone who makes a good
case. Break out of an old rut and
into a new stride. The present ver-
sion of reality is even better than
you thought it would be.

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every 3x3 grid con-
tains the digits 1 through 9. That means no number is repeated in any col-
umn, row or box. Solution can be found on page 22.

Sudoku Puzzle

puzzle rating: medium
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Word Search

SIGNS OF THE SEASON
(Words in parentheses not in puzzle)

Cards
Carols
Fruit Cake
Garland
Jesus

Holly
Mistletoe
Ornaments
Present
Santa

Snow
Tinsel
Tree
Turkey
Wreath

B
L
O
E
K
A
C
T
I
U
R
F
L
X
H

A W R E D D E H O L L Y A O
I N G N A C K Y S C I V C N
S R T E M A N R N A U A G E
L P U C N I H R O S R A E O
S D R A C K S C W O P I O T
E F K A N Y N D L C X O S E
T S E R E V F S U T M I N L
O T Y D E D A V N A V G I T
I N O N S H T A E R W K I S
R E N A B E P R E S E N T I
T M I L E A S T R O S V R M
A A E R I R T S A E U O S T
P N T A E G A N L S A Z L A
R R A G X Y A D A R F R A B
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There’s plenty of snow on the
ground, and more of it on the way. It
finally feels like hockey season,
doesn’t it?
For the London Knights – now

boasting one of the OHL’s toughest
defences – it’s time for them to
show who’s boss.
At the time of writing, the

Knights were on a bit of a hot streak.
They’d won six straight games.
Anthony Stolarz allowed just nine
goals in his last six games, and
Nikita Zadorov was already show-
ing that he’s ready to dominate the
blue line.
“I’m so much better,” said the big

Russian defenceman. “It’s a great
experience playing in the NHL. In
the first year, getting drafted in the
middle of the first round, you don’t
knowwhat’s going on. It’s hard, real
hard practice and workout. It’s a dif-
ferent level. In NHL, you make a
bad pass or mistake; it’s going to be
a goal (against).”
“In the OHL, it’s easier to play.”
While the rest of us head toward

Christmas vacations, the Knights
head into crunch time. There are no
“easy” games in the OHL, and there
is very little room for error from a
team that’s hoping to be top at the
end of hockey season.
Now that the Knights showed that

they can handle the high-flying Erie
Otters, they should be able to con-
tain high scoring Guelph as well.
But there’s lots of work to be

done.
For starters, London isn’t atop the

OHL standings as they’ve often
been known to do over the past two
seasons. That honour belongs to the
Erie Otters. London began the year
atop the CHL rankings, and many
expected them to stay there all sea-
son.
They didn’t. But this recent spell

of good form has seen the Knights
climb back in to the honourable
mention category for week 10, so it
shouldn’t be long before they’re
back in the top 10.
Secondly, the new defensive

corps (Zach Bell in particular) has to
gel well together.
“They’re old enough D [to come

together quickly],” Dale Hunter told
the London Free Press. “They’re big
and strong and can move pucks. It’s
basically Bell [who has to learn a
new system]. Nikita’s been here.
With his skill and size, he should
have a good year and we expect him
to.”
Heading into the holiday season,

London will play host to Guelph
(December 13) before travelling to
Erie (December 14). Those two
stand out as the crunch games this
holiday season. While the Kingston
Frontenacs have stuttered a little
recently, they make their stop to
London on December 15.
The game against the Plymouth

Whalers on December 29 will mark
the first-ever OHLWinter Classic at
Comerica Park – the first time two
OHL teams will face off against
each other outdoors. That game is
part of the Hockeytown Winter
Festival, ahead of the NHL’sWinter
Classic featuring the Toronto Maple
Leafs and the Detroit RedWings.
And then there’s the Sarnia Sting.
While Sarnia is currently prop-

ping up the Western Division and
not much of a threat on the ice – they
still remain London’s rivals. They

also remain the team that ended
London’s chances of tying the
league record for the longest win-
ning streak last season.
London’s biggest thorn though

heading into December and January
is the World Juniors. They have five
Canadian hopefuls — Bo Horvat,
Max Domi, Josh Anderson, Chris
Tierney and Ryan Rupert. Over and
above that you factor in Stolarz,
Zadorov and German defenceman
Tim Bender.
Last season the Knights weath-

ered the storm when they were short
a number of key players. But there’s
no telling how this season will pan
out. The league is a lot stronger this
year – at least it seems to be that
way.
While there may be more changes

as the season wears on, there’s one
thing that is certain. The Knights are
a much better team than they were at
the start of the season.
And for them, that is a good thing.
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CREDIT: THE CANADIAN PRESS

Nikita Zadorov is already dominating the OHL since his return for the
Buffalo Sabres.

VICTOR KAISAR
INTERROBANG

Knights D looks to play
Grinch this December

CREDIT: FANSHAWE ATHLETICS

The Bangers won the intramural football championship over Born Sinner.

The Cruze has been with us
since 2009, and it has done
extremely well for Chevrolet.
The reason the Cruze has been a

sales success is because it was the
first compact sedan from a North
American manufacturer that was-
n’t rubbish. While the looks are not
ground-breaking, the interior
offers good space, comfort and
decent amounts of gadgets, plus
the chassis is excellent, which
means the Cruze is nice to drive.
Over the years, in our local mar-

ket anyway, the Cruze has been
offered with two petrol engines.
Both are quite good, but they do
drink more gas compared to their
rivals from Asia and Europe. To
take another shot at improving its
fuel economy, Chevrolet has start-
ed offering a diesel version for the
2014 model year Cruze.
The diesel motor in question is a

2.0-litre four-cylinder unit that fea-
tures double overhead cams and a
turbo charger. The net result is 151
hp and a colossal 264 lb-ft of
torque. Power is fed to the front
wheels via a six-speed automatic
gearbox (thank you, GM, for not
going the CVT route).
On the road, this Cruze Diesel is

just as impressive as any other
Cruze model, which means it has
excellent road manners and is a
quiet and comfortable cruiser –
something that many compact
offerings fail to deliver on.
Acceleration from a standstill is

not its strong point (although on
the highway, it improves a lot).
First thing in the morning, this
motor has the typical traits of a
diesel motor – it’s noisy.
However, the main reason any-

one is likely to buy a diesel-
engined family car is because they
are economical. That is an area
where the Cruze Diesel did not
perform as well as I was expecting
it to. Rather than rely on manufac-
turer numbers, I like conducting
my own fuel economy testing,
which consists of 170 km of high-
way driving, and then 130 km in
the city. All cars I drive go through
the same test, and the Cruze Diesel
managed 7.6 litres/100km during
my week, a week when the weath-
er was mild and I encountered no
traffic jams on my highway run.
That is not very good, especially
when you consider the manufac-
turers numbers suggests 6.0
litres/100km. Plus, diesel is rough-
ly 5 cents more expensive than
regular gas, and when you com-
pare the Cruze Diesel with some-
thing like a Honda Civic sedan,
which is cheaper to buy and con-
sumed just a bit more petrol (8.4
litres/100km for the week), the
case for buying the Cruze Diesel
becomes a little weaker.
The price, if you’re wondering,

is $24,945 for the base Cruze
Diesel.
So if it’s not all that efficient,

then why buy a Cruze Diesel? It’s
nice to drive and great for covering
long distances. If you travel a lot,
this is the ideal compact car for
you. If you spend all your time in
the city, you’ll want to keep look-
ing for something that will better
fit your lifestyle.

New Cruze Diesel
a highway car

MOTORING
NAUMAN FAROOQ
naumanf1@yahoo.com
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Fanshawe College Athletics
www.fanshawec.ca/athletics | J 1034 | 519-452-4202

Campus rec
Open Recreation Nights
Open recreation every Tues, Thurs, Sun
Last time for Fall semester – Thursday, December 5
Will start up again Tuesday, January 7

Winter Semester Intramural Sign Up Forms now available!
Check out Athletics Bulletin Boards or come to the Athletics Department J1034

Athletics
Fanshawe College

us rec

Looking for a Part Time Job
during the Winter Semester?

Stop by the Athletics department
J1034 and see what is available!

Must be a Full Time student and
apply for the work study program

Happy Holidays
from the Athletics Department!

The festive season is a busy time
for everybody, not least for the
players and managers in England’s
top flight. Three match rounds will
be played in the span of one week,
which, for the league’s elite play-
ers, could mean 270 minutes of
fast-paced, high-intensity football
in a relatively short period of time.

In the multitude of games due to
be played, there are a number of
highlight-worthy matchups that
could have a huge impact on both
sides of the table come this sea-
son’s end.

Listed here are a few of the
matches that you should watch out
for this festive period (all stand-
ings current as of November 29,
2013:
December 23: Arsenal (1st) v.

Chelsea (3rd), Emirates
Stadium, London

While technically the final
match of the pre-holiday weekend,
the top of the table London derby
is always an exciting prospect,
made even more so by Arsenal’s
improvements this seasons and the
return of Chelsea’s legendary man-
ager Jose Mourinho.

Arsenal has surpassed every
expectation that fans had of them
this season, having written them
off after a summer of chasing

failed transfer targets and an open-
ing day defeat to Aston Villa. Fast
forward 11 rounds of play and the
club finds itself leading the league
by four points and being led by the
rejuvenated Aaron Ramsey and the
newly arrived Mesut Ozil.

Chelsea, on the other hand, was
tipped by many to be running away
with the league at this point, yet
the Blues find themselves right in
the thick of the battle for the top
four positions, tied on points with
Liverpool and lagging behind only
on goals scored. A win for either
side here could prove vital to the
club’s ambitions this year, as three
less points on a rivals scoreboard
can be the difference between joy
and heartbreak this May.
December 26: Manchester

City (4th) v. Liverpool (2nd),
Etihad Stadium, Manchester

The undisputed highlight of the
Boxing Day match lineup,
England’s fallen giants visit the
home of the billionaire new kids
on the block in a top of the table
matchup that has produced some
exciting spectacles in recent sea-
sons. A slow start and a poor
record away from home have
turned up the pressure on new City
manager Manuel Pelligrini, but a
strong home record, coupled with
the momentum that should come
off the back of the recent 6-0 dem-
olition of Tottenham Hotspur will
give the club confidence going into
this crucial match.

Conversely Livepool F.C.,
England’s most decorated club,

have spent the last few seasons
stuck in the mid table quagmire,
unable to compete financially with
the likes of their Boxing Day
opponents, yet are entering the hol-
iday period second in the table,
suffering defeats only to league
leaders Arsenal and fellow high-
flyers Southampton. Liverpool
will have felt hard done by in both
of last season’s matches with City,
having been in strong positions
only for two individual errors to
cost them equalizing goals, leading
to draws in both matches. Manager
Brendan Rodgers will hope that his
team will be able to see out a vic-
tory against one of their top four
rivals this time around.
December 29: Chelsea (3rd) v.

Liverpool (2nd) Stamford
Bridge, London

While I resisted listing two
teams that were already featured,
this matchup, even without taking
into account the ever growing
rivalry between the two clubs will
be a not-to-be-missed duel
between two of the nation’s heavy-
weight sides, and two that are com-
peting at the very top of the table in
the first third of the season. While
the preceding matches may have
altered their league positions
slightly going into this game, both
of these teams will be continuing
their quest for a top four place, or
higher, and a win here, like with all
of these top games will be a real
statement of intent for the victori-
ous team.

Savoury matchups this holiday season

PREMIER LEAGUE
PONDERINGS
ANDREW VIDLER

It’s beginning to look
a lot like fitness!

While some may be waiting to
rejuvenate their routines after the
holiday season, I think it’s time to
get started now! Did you know that
December is typically the slowest
month of the year at most gyms?
It’s also the time when many are
offering great deals or special pro-
motions to new or returning mem-
bers. Your centre, Fitness 101, has
some great specials for you to con-
sider. Take advantage if you can!

If the gym isn’t your thing or
you want to save your pennies for
extra special gifts this season, you
can still stay fit at home. There are
many different exercises you can
do using a set of stairs, a coffee
table, a chair and a wall. If you
have equipment, that’s even better.
If you need some cheap sugges-
tions to get started try: a stability
ball ($15 to $40), a yoga mat ($5 to
$40), Resistance tubing or bands
($5 to $50), medicine ball ($20 to
$60), and small hand weights ($10
and up for 5lbs, increasing with
weight). Try this circuit:

1. Warm up for four to seven
minutes with dynamic movements
including squats, lateral move-
ments and arm movements that
mimic the movements to come
later on.

2. The Routine: 40 jumping
jacks, 20 side to side shuffle and
touch downs, 20 sumo walks onto
bottom stair (10 left foot, 10 right
foot), 40 mountain climbers on
step, 20 push-ups, 30 jumps over
rolled up yoga mat, 20 reverse

lunges, 40 scissor lunges, 20 side
to side lunges, 20 coffee table tri-
ceps dips, jog up and down one
step for 1 minute, and 20 bicycle
crunches. Repeat as many times as
you like.

3. Cool down with gradually
slower moves and then be sure to
stretch. Email me or come and see
me at Fitness 101 if you need fur-
ther explanation!

For those of you who need a lit-
tle help after the holidays, the
Fitness and Health Promotion stu-
dents are here to rescue you! The
second year students have been
working on courses in fitness
assessment, program planning and
exercise instruction for the past
year and a half. “The students have
the support of a program professor
to monitor and guide their activity
with the clients they train,” said
FHP co-ordinator Scott
MacDonald. “What they need are
willing participants to enable them
to practice applying what they
have learned.” The service is free
and open to all. MacDonald also
indicated that a key benefit to
working with a student trainer is
the chance to get a personalized
program that is created specifically
for the individual’s current abilities
and future goals. If you would like
to hire a student trainer, contact
smacdonald@fanshawec.ca.

Cheers to a healthy holiday sea-
son!

Karen Nixon-Carroll is the
Program Manager at Fitness 101,
Fanshawe College Professor,
YMCA fitness course trainer and
examiner, Fanshawe FHP grad
and holds many fitness certifica-
tions for personal training, group
fitness and wellness. Email her at
karen.carroll@fanshawec.ca.

FUN & FITNESS
KAREN NIXON-CARROLL

Fired before their time?

When this article is published in
early December, the National
Basketball League of Canada will
be one month into its 2013/14 sea-
son. By then, we’ll be 20 per cent
through the season, as playoffs
should wrap up near the start of
April. And by the time you read
this, at least 20 per cent of head
coaches in the league will have
been fired.

If you are reading this article,
you’d realize that if this trend con-
tinues, every coach in the league
will suffer the same fate come the
end of the playoffs.

For a developmental league, the
head coaches aren’t really getting a
chance to develop.

That’s not the point of the
league, and teams obviously know
that. But this will show badly on
the league and the teams within it.

But take the Mississauga
Power’s opening day head coach in
Fred Grannum for example; he
came as an assistant coach from
Humber and he was the first
Canadian to coach in the league.
They dropped him after starting 2-
4 (which included an opening day
victory over the London
Lightning). To be fair, they gave
the job to David “D.J.” Joseph, a
Canadian who also has collegiate
experience coaching the
Centennial College’s men’s team,
but just because they gave it to
another Canadian doesn’t mean
it’s right to fire a coach after a
month. This is a reputation the
Power has been building; during a

season-and-a-half stretch when the
team was in Oshawa, they hired
four coaches. Not only is the
Power scaring away coaches from
Mississauga, they are also leaving
a mark on the entire league.

This takes us to the Ottawa
SkyHawks, who fired Kevin
Keathley after the team went 4-3
through the franchise’s first seven
games.

Keathley was winning games.
SkyHawks owner Gus Takkale

was quoted in the Ottawa Sun as
saying the team’s wins should have
been bigger, by about 30 or 40
points, not by 10 or so. He also said
that he has a “close relationship
with the players” and they told him
they needed more “preparation.”
What is a coach going to say after
Googling Keathley and Takkale’s
names and coming to this article?
That the owner wants massive
wins? That the owner claims to
have a closer relationship to the

players than a coach ever will?
Interesting quotes, that’s for sure.

Yet, there’s even more interest-
ing quotes from Keathley, claim-
ing he was let go was due to finan-
cial reasons, saying, “I guess the
first guy you look to if it’s finan-
cial is the coach – the guy making
a bit of money.” He also men-
tioned he was working on a Letter
Of Intent, basically on a hand-
shake, and was never was on an
actual contract, just a handshake
(although he admitted to never ask-
ing for one).

Regardless, ex-NBAer Jaren
Jackson will take his place in
Ottawa. He’s a good hire, but has
any of this looked “good” on
Ottawa, Mississauga or more
importantly, the National
Basketball League of Canada?

Marty Thompson is the play-by-
play voice of the London Lightning
for their livestream,
SportsLive24.net.

CREDIT: OTTAWA SUN

Kevin Keathley and Fred Grannum were the first two coaching casualties
in the NBLC – both falling in the first month.

LIGHTNING
WATCH
MARTY THOMPSON
sensandsoccerfan@hot-
mail.com
twitter: @martythompson_
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